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Abstract
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the backbone of routing infrastructure in the Internet. In its
current form, it is an insecure protocol with potential for propagation of bogus routing
information. There have been several high-profiles Internet outages linked to BGP in recent
times. Several BGP security proposals have been presented in the literature; however, none has
been adopted so far and, as a result, securing BGP remains an unsolved problem to this day.
Among existing BGP security proposals, Secure BGP (S-BGP) is considered most
comprehensive. However, it presents significant challenges in terms of number of signature
verifications and deployment considerations. For it to provide comprehensive security
guarantees, it requires that all Autonomous Systems (ASes) in the Internet to adopt the scheme
and participate in signature additions and verifications in BGP messages. Among others, these
challenges have prevented S-BGP from being deployed today. In this thesis, we present two
novel lightweight security protocols, called Credible BGP (C-BGP) and Hybrid Cryptosystem
BGP (HC-BGP), which rely on security mechanisms in S-BGP but are designed to address
signature verification overhead and deployment challenges associated with S-BGP. We develop
original and detailed analytical and simulation models to study performance of our proposals and
demonstrate that the proposed schemes promise significant savings in terms of computational
overhead and security performance in presence of malicious ASes in the network.
We also study the impact of IP prefix hijacking on control plane as well as data plane.
Specifically, we analyze the impact of bogus routing information on Inter-Domain Packet Filters
and propose novel and simple extensions to existing BGP route selection algorithm to combat
bogus routing information.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

The Internet is a collection of interconnected networks, known as Autonomous Systems (ASes),
which consist of routers and end devices. Each autonomous system is owned and managed by a
legal entity, e.g. AT&T, Rogers, Sprint, etc. Typically, end devices originate or receive IP
packets and routers are responsible for forwarding the packets along to the destination. In order
to pass the packets along a consistent and optimal path, each router needs to know relative
location (address) of other routers, and its reachability information. This information is used to
make switching decisions on a per destination basis. It is the responsibility of the routing
protocols to propagate the relative location and reachability information in the network.
Intra-domain routing is used by the set of routing systems operating within each autonomous
system, while inter-domain routing is used to propagate reachability information between
multiple autonomous systems. Since late 1980s, Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [REK95] has
been the routing protocol for both intra-domain communication (internal Border Gateway
Protocol or iBGP) and inter-domain routing information exchange (external Border Gateway
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Protocol or eBGP). Since BGP is the de facto routing protocol in the Internet, stability and
security of the Internet heavily relies on the stability and security of BGP.
BGP is a path vector protocol, whose participants are known as BGP speakers. BGP speakers
exchange routing information between each other. This routing information consists of an IP
address prefix and a set of attributes that provide additional routing information associated with
the address prefix. BGP heavily relies on an attribute, known as the AS-PATH. The AS-PATH
captures an ordered list of ASes that were traversed by the BGP message from the AS that
originated this update up to the current AS. The number of elements in the path is the AS-PATH
length. Where a BGP speaker is presented with multiple paths to the same address prefix from a
number of peers, the BGP speaker selects the “best” path to use by minimizing a distance metric
across all the possible paths. The distance metric used by BGP speakers is the AS-PATH length.
This BGP-selected route object is used to populate the local forwarding table. The BGP speaker
then assembles a new route object by taking the locally selected route object, attaching locally
significant attributes and adding its own AS value to the route object’s AS-PATH vector. This
route object is then announced to all BGP peers.

1.2

Motivation

Since BGP related routing outages in the Internet are not uncommon, the topic of addressing
security concerns in BGP continues to evoke a lot of interest both in the research community as
well as in the industry. Although several proposals have been put together to address security
concerns, reasons such as heavy computational overhead, technical difficulties in piecemeal
adoption, incomplete security, and costs associated have, in some way or another, hampered
adoption of these techniques. As such, there remains room and appetite for fresh ideas for
2

securing BGP (both modifications of existing ones or drastically different from existing ones). It
is important to learn from existing solutions and determine what attributes are absolutely key in
ensuring a smooth transition and adoption to a secure BGP environment and include those in any
new proposal.
In terms of security, Secure BGP (S-BGP), [KEN00a], is widely considered as the most
comprehensive solution. It incorporates several security procedures that make it very difficult for
any malicious AS in the system to inject bogus BGP routing information. However, S-BGP has
not been deployed. There are significant concerns with regards to computational load of
validation of signatures, significant memory requirements with the addition of a growing
attribute of a signature and a public key identifier for every AS in the AS Path. In some cases,
there are considerations for multi-path BGP as well. In reality, some of these impacts have not
been fully quantified in studies to date.
S-BGP requires significant upgrades to existing hardware and software throughout many ASes.
Except for a few major ASes who may be able to afford such expensive upgrades in the interest
of BGP security, there is not a very strong motivation for smaller AS operators to incur such
significant capital costs. Also, the Internet is very sensitive to changes in BGP and operators
have generally shied away from adopting S-BGP because of the nature of BGP changes
involved.
Considering the above, we explored lightweight secure alternatives to S-BGP. In terms of
security procedures, we did not intend to propose a dramatically different approach as compared
to S-BGP. We opted to retain and leverage security procedures in S-BGP and sought
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enhancements to improve its chances of adoptability both in terms of deployment considerations
as well as performance costs.
We note that, in broad terms, there are two types of ASes in the Internet; these are “transit” ASes
and “stub” ASes. A transit AS mostly propagates BGP routes on behalf of other ASes, while a
stub AS either originates or terminates BGP routes. It is important to note that approximately
15% of the entire Internet today consists of transit ASes, while the rest are mostly stub ASes
[HUS11d]. The transit ASes are typically very large entities with strong financial clout and strict
security requirements as well as Service Level Agreements (SLAs). The stub ASes are typically
customers of the transit ASes and are much smaller in size and scope. It was our intention to
design proposals which can leverage this significant mismatch, not only in terms of requirements
of the two types of ASes, but also the technical capabilities and their relative population (15%
versus 85%).
We believe that transit ASes would be willing to and capable of upgrading their networks despite
the costs, and the stub ASes would participate and provide minimal services needed to make the
system work.

1.3

Objectives

We set out to study existing infrastructures available to secure BGP, both at the control plane
level as well as the data plane level. We want to demonstrate and understand the impact of
security breach on data plane protection techniques, such as Interdomain Packet Filters (IDPF).
Once the impact is established, it is our objective to design multiple lightweight alternative
protocols to secure BGP and address the vulnerabilities discussed above.
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We seek to propose lightweight secure alternatives to existing BGP security proposals like SBGP. At a very high-level, our design objectives are to leverage basic security mechanisms in SBGP but propose significant changes in the operational model to make it more attractive to
deploy. We have recognized the fact that 85% of the entire Internet today consists of stub ASes
which are smaller entities, not readily capable to upgrading to S-BGP. The goal is to minimize
the impact on such ASes and implement heavier security procedures on the transit ASes who are
not only more strategic to the operation of the Internet but also more willing and capable of
costly software and hardware upgrades.
In terms of the designs themselves, it is our objective to keep them as lightweight as possible as
compared to existing security mechanisms available, while at the same time fulfill security gaps
in BGP. We also want to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed architectures, both in
terms of computational costs as well as security considerations. It is our goal to develop original
analytical models for the new architectures in order to quantify the benefits of the proposed
schemes. In order to confirm the validity of these analytical models, we also need to design a
new simulator and obtain results to be able to compare with the analytical models.
It is also our objective to provide a balanced analysis in terms of benefits as well as potential
areas of concerns for the proposed schemes. To this end, we would develop novel analytical and
simulation models to study the security aspects of the proposal.

1.4

Contributions

The main research contributions of this thesis are as follows:
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1. A novel, lightweight and computationally inexpensive extension to existing BGP route
selection algorithm to incorporate security procedures when receiving and selecting BGP
UPDATE messages, has been introduced.
2. A novel lightweight security protocol, called C-BGP, which introduces the concept of trusted
ASes in BGP, has been provided.
3. A novel, hybrid cryptosystem and lightweight security proposal, called HC-BGP, employing
both symmetric and asymmetric cryptography, has been presented.
4. Original analytical and simulation models have been developed for C-BGP that can
determine the following parameters of a network of N ASes:


Average number of signature verifications



Average number of IP prefix verifications



Average number of public keys required

5. Original analytical and simulation models have been developed for HC-BGP to determine the
following parameters in a network of size N ASes:
a. Average number of asymmetric signature verifications
b. Average number of symmetric signature verifications
c. Average number of validation queries performed by non-trusted ASes in real-time
mode.
6. An analytical as well as simulation framework has been provided to study the security
aspects of the C-BGP. We developed new metrics to capture the security impact of
misconfigured or malicious trusted AS(es) in the network.
7. A detailed simulation analysis to ascertain the impact of spoofed BGP UPDATE messages
on BGP Inter-Domain Packet Filtering technique has been presented.
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8. A simulation analysis has been carried out to study the impact of new BGP selection
algorithm in improving the effectiveness of Inter-Domain Packet Filtering techniques in the
presence of spoofed BGP UPDATE messages
9. The processing speed aspects of HC-BGP have also been evaluated using simulations.

1.5

Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present a state of the art
survey on BGP and mainly its security aspects and techniques. Since securing BGP has been a
very active research area, we focus on major contributions made in the past several years and
also briefly discuss their pros and cons.
In Chapter 3, we discuss Inter-Domain Packet Filtering proposal and present a simulation
analysis on the negative impact of spoofed BGP UPDATE messages on this proposal. We also
present a novel extension to existing BGP route selection algorithm to adapt to security
requirements. We apply this proposal and use the simulations to demonstrate the improved
effectiveness of Inter-Domain Packet Filtering techniques in the presence of spoofed BGP
UPDATE messages.
In Chapter 4, we present Credible-BGP (C-BGP) which enhances S-BGP by adding a trust factor
in the network. We also present an original mathematical model as well as a simulation model
to determine multiple performance metrics for the proposal.
In Chapter 5, we study the security effectiveness of the C-BGP. We present a novel analytical
and simulation framework to analyze the security aspects of the proposed schemes as compared
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to existing protocols. We present new metrics to capture the security impact of misconfigured or
malicious trusted AS(es) in the network.
In Chapter 6, we propose Hybrid Cryptosystem BGP (HC-BGP), which employs symmetric and
asymmetric cryptography systems to secure BGP UPDATE messages. We also relieve nontrusted ASes of signature verification operations. We present a novel mathematical model and a
simulation model to determine multiple performance metrics for this enhanced proposal.
In Chapter 7, we discuss our contributions, results, recommendations and ideas for future
research.
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Chapter 2
Survey of Related Work
2.1

Introduction

BGP related routing outages in the Internet are not uncommon; see Table 2-1 for a history of
routing related outages in the Internet. Hence, securing BGP remains a very active research topic
in the research community as well as in the industry. Recently, an entire working group has been
setup at Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to discuss and adopt standards to secure BGP
[SID10]. Over the past several years, a number of BGP security proposals have been submitted
and some have even been prototyped; see [BUT10],[HUS11a],[NIC10],[OLI09],[ORT09] and
[KUH09] for detailed surveys of the proposals. However, none has been deployed in the Internet
today.
Currently, majority of the ISPs (ASes) prefer to implement either local or small scale solutions to
protect BGP from various attack types. These solutions typically include protection of the
underlying TCP connection via MD5 signatures and defensive filtering of BGP announcements.
While these solutions work for most basic forms of BGP attacks, they do not protect against
more complex attacks targeting the BGP route decision making process itself. It is extremely
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important for BGP to determine which routes are valid for it to be able to distinguish normal
mode of operation versus an attack mode.
In this chapter, we will be presenting background material and survey work for advances in BGP
and its security. We shall first discuss design and operation of BGP. We will then discuss
different techniques/aspects (cryptographic techniques, protection of BGP session, defensive
filtering, and routing registries) to secure various aspects of BGP. Then, we shall present a
detailed overview of the four most comprehensive approaches to BGP security: S-BGP,
soBGP, IRV and BGPSEC. We shall also briefly discuss a number of other schemes that have
been proposed in the last several years.
Table 2-1: History of routing outages in the Internet [MUR09].

Year

Incident

Apr. 1997
Apr. 1998
Dec. 1999

AS 7007 announced routes to all the Internet
AS 8584 mis-announced 100K routes
AT&T’s server network announced by another ISP – misdirecting their
traffic (made the Wall Street Journal)
Sprint addresses announced by another ISP
AS 15412 mis-announced 5K routes
Thousands of networks misdirected to Turkey
Estonian ISP announced a part of Merit address space
AT&T, XO and Bell South (12/8, 64/8, 65/8) misdirected to Bolivia [the next
day, Germany – prompting AT&T to deaggregate]
Many networks, including PANIX and Walrus Internet, misdirected to NY
ISP (Con Edison (AS27506))
Sprint and Verio briefly passed along TTNET (AS9121) announcements
stating that it was the origin AS for 4/8, 8/8, and 12/8
Pakistan Telecom announces /24 from YouTube
Kenyan ISP’s /24 announced by AboveNet
Full BGP table leaks, e.g., Sep08 (Moscow), Nov08 (Brazil), Jan09(Russia)
RIPE NCC's Routing Information Service (RIS) experimented with optional
attributes in the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). The experiment caused a
massive increase in routing instability. Up to 1.4% of the Internet was
affected by instability around the time of the experiment. [NEU11]

May 2000
Apr. 2001
Dec. 24, 2004
Feb. 10, 2005
Sep. 9, 2005
Jan. 22, 2006
Feb. 26, 2006
Feb. 24, 2008
Mar. 2008
Sep. 08, Nov. 08, Jan. 09
Aug. 27, 2010
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2.2

Design and Operation of BGP

The current version, BGP- 4, was first deployed within the Internet in 1993. The RFC describing
this protocol, RFC1771 [REK95], was published in March 1995, and subsequently refined with
the publication of RFC4271 in January 2006 [REK96]. The protocol has been stable for some
years now. Across the deployment lifetime of BGP-4, the Internet has grown from an average of
20,000 distinct routing entries in 1993 to some 300,000 routing entries in 2009 [HUS09a].

2.2.1 BGP Messages
The repertoire of defined messages are: an OPEN message to start a BGP session, an UPDATE
message to exchange reachability information, a NOTIFICATION message, which is used to
convey a reason code prior to termination of the BGP session, KEEPALIVE messages, used to
confirm the continued availability of the BGP peer, and ROUTE-REFRESH request messages to
request a resend of the routing information. BGP uses an explicit OPEN message to commence a
BGP peering session. Once the session is active, BGP operates via the exchange of UPDATE
messages. Each UPDATE message contains a set of address prefixes that are unreachable
(withdrawals), followed by a set of common route object attributes, and a set of address prefixes
that share this set of attributes (announcements). The withdrawn prefixes are those prefixes
where the local BGP speaker sees no reachability, and now wants to withdraw a previous
advertisement of reachability. No routing attributes are associated with these withdrawn prefixes.
The announced prefixes are those prefixes where the local BGP instance has an updated view of
the reachability of a prefix that was previously withdrawn or unannounced, or has an updated
view of the routing attributes of the locally selected “best” route for a prefix.
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2.2.2 AS-PATH Attribute
BGP binds together the concept of network address blocks and autonomous systems into a path
vector-based routing technology. Every route object represented within a BGP-4 route database
contains an address prefix and an associated path vector of AS values. BGP does not indicate the
precise path a packet should follow within an AS, nor does it maintain a complete map of the
topology of the Internet at a link-by-link level. BGP uses a level of abstraction which views the
Internet as a set of per-AS routing domains, and the role of BGP is to maintain a routing map of
the network at this AS level, associating every reachable address prefix with an AS transit path
from the current location to the address prefix’s originating AS.
One of the most important route object attributes in BGP is the AS-PATH attribute. As address
prefix reachability information traverses the Internet in the form of individual route objects in
BGP, this BGP routing information is augmented by the list of ASes that have been traversed
thus far, forming the AS-PATH attribute. Each BGP speaker adds its own AS value to the route
object’s AS-PATH attribute when passing the route object through an eBGP session. This ASPATH attribute allows straightforward suppression of the looping of routing information, using
the simple algorithm that a local AS will reject any forwarded route object that already contains
its own AS in the AS-PATH attribute. Also the length of the AS-PATH vector forms the BGP
route metric. A local BGP system, when attempting to select one of a number of potential route
objects that refer to the same address prefix, will, in the absence of any local policy directive,
prefer the route object with the shortest AS-PATH length.
In addition to undertaking the role of path metric and loop detector, the AS-PATH attribute
serves as a versatile mechanism for policy-based routing, where a local AS can alter the default
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preferences for route selection based on local policy settings coupled with pattern matching rules
to be performed on the AS-PATH.

2.2.3 BGP Route Selection Process and Routing Policies
A BGP speaker may receive two or more announcements for the same address prefix from
different peers. The “best” announcement is selected as the locally used announcement, and this
announcement is the one that is announced to its BGP peers. BGP defines an ordered sequence
of comparisons to determine which route object is selected by the local BGP speaker:
 Select the route object with the highest value for local-preference attribute value
 Select the route object shortest AS-PATH attribute length
 Select the lowest multi-exit discriminator (MED) attribute value
 Select the minimum IGP cost to the next hop address given in the route object
 Select eBGP over iBGP-learnt routes
 If iBGP select the lowest BGP identifier value.
Although a network administrator’s usually employs routing policies depending on his needs
[GRI05],[WAN03b], within the generic BGP route selection process the highest priority
selection rule is that a route for a more specific address prefix is to be preferred over that of a
covering prefix.

2.2.4 Vulnerabilities of BGP
BGP has several well-known vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities are the direct consequences of
three fundamental weaknesses in the BGP and the inter-domain routing environment [HUS10].
First, there is no mechanism to check the integrity, freshness and source authenticity of BGP
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messages. We note that mechanisms like the TCP MD5 “signature” provide these functions on a
point-to-point basis. What we believe is missing is a way to provide these security services for
the AS-PATH info that is passed, transitively, through BGP UPDATE messages. Second, BGP
doesn’t offer any mechanism to verify the authenticity of an address prefix and an AS origination
of this prefix in the routing system. Last, BGP doesn’t provide any way to guarantee that the
attributes of a BGP UPDATE message have not been tampered with along the AS-PATH.
There are several different ways of exploiting these vulnerabilities. For example, a malicious
user can easily pose as a trustable participant and inject false routing information in the network.
This has the potential to wreak havoc on the Internet infrastructure as traffic can easily be
redirected to unintended networks and cause major network outages. Moreover, with the current
BGP infrastructure, such attacks may not be traceable to their origins which makes it very
attractive proposition for the attackers.

2.3

Incentives to Attack BGP

When BGP was originally designed for the Internet, it was under the assumption that routers and
end devices inside the network could be trusted and that any security threat resided outside the
network. However, there are a number of factors which have challenged this assumption and
resulted in multiple ASes knowingly or otherwise choosing to deviate from correct operation of
BGP. These factors include economic gains, depletion of IPv4 address space, misconfigurations,
eavesdropping, denial of service, stealing unallocated addresses and diverting traffic for
malicious purposes, and source IP address spoofing, again for malicious purposes.
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2.3.1 Economic Incentives
Each AS is typically owned by profit seeking legal entity. BGP requires each AS to exchange
their connectivity information such that each AS can make best decision about the path to choose
when forwarding packets from source to destination. For BGP to operate correctly, each AS must
continue to cooperate with others, even though the ASes may be direct competitors of each other
from economic point of view. For profitability reasons alone, an Internet Service Provider (ISP)
might misrepresent network performance and thus attract more of traffic from its paying
customers. It may also monitor traffic flow through its competitor AS and re-adjust its BGP
policies according to its own economic interests.

2.3.2 Depletion of IPv4 Address Space
The depletion of the IPv4 allocation pool has been an ever growing concern for last two decades
since the Internet started to experience dramatic growth. As IPv4 address space allocation runs
out, it is becoming increasingly difficult and expensive to acquire new IPv4 addresses. Also,
there is increased scrutiny for efficient usage of already allocated IPv4 address blocks. Some of
the larger allocations which happened long time ago are not being efficiently used and there is
evidence that several IPv4 addresses remain unused even though the address block containing
those IPv4 addresses has been allocated/reserved to an AS several years ago [HUS11d]. The
ongoing rapid growth of the Internet, combined with difficulty/cost associated with acquiring
new IPv4 addresses and the fact that several allocated IPv4 addresses remain unused is a perfect
recipe for new and smaller ASes operating in remote regions to illegally re-use IPv4 addresses
that have been allocated to legitimate owner ASes.
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2.3.3 Misconfigurations
It is very difficult, if not impossible, to eliminate human error. Most misconfigurations are
caused by human error. A misconfiguration of the router includes, but is not limited to, incorrect
addresses advertisements, improper route filtering, incorrect policy configurations etc. One of the
more recent

incidents

happened few

years

ago in

which Pakistan's

state-owned

telecommunications company cut YouTube off the Internet due to a misconfiguration [BRO08].
The misconfiguration allowed Pakistan Telecom to announce itself (via BGP) to as a legitimate
destination for anyone trying to reach YouTube's range of Internet addresses. Even though the
issue was detected within five minutes of it happening, it took more than two hours and
intervention at multiple sites before access to YouTube was fully restored.

2.3.4 Eavesdropping, Denial of Service
This category falls under the umbrella of malicious ASes in the systems who are acting solely in
self-interest. It can be used for security, espionage or other harmful purposes. Eavesdropping is
achieved by influencing packet forwarding path such that traffic can pass through an
eavesdropping location prior to final destination. In the context of BGP, Denial of Service (DoS)
is achieved by overcoming routers in a particular AS or multiple ASes such that traffic to an
address prefix is discarded at this AS. There are several flavours of BGP DOS attacks, most of
which are discussed in [NOR04].
By stealing unallocated addresses and advertising them via BGP, there is an incorrect assertion
of existence of addresses and forwarding paths to those addresses that should not exist in the
network in the first place. Since there is no allocation registration information associated with
these addresses, it allows malicious ASes to mount anonymous attacks rather easily.
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2.3.5 Source IP Address Spoofing (Data-plane)
The lack of source IP address validation across multiple autonomous systems (AS) in the Internet
makes it difficult to detect and prevent attackers from launching Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attacks using spoofed source addresses. Several popular Internet sites [RIC00] and
Internet infrastructure [NAR02] have been attacked recently and such attacks have the potential
to cripple the Internet. Detection and prevention of these attacks is often made more complicated
by attackers employing source IP address spoofing. The idea is to forge the source IP address in
the “attack” packets to that of another host in the system. This allows the attacker to pose as
some other host and hide its actual identity and location, making it difficult to detect the actual
attacker and to protect against it. As a result, attack detection techniques that rely on source
address-based filtering become less effective when source address is spoofed by the attackers.

2.4

Cryptography and BGP Security

The following cryptographic techniques have often been used in several of the existing BGP
proposals. We shall review these techniques to help understand their application in BGP security
proposals.

2.4.1 Pair-wise Keying
This scheme intends to protect communication between a pair of nodes. It relies on the existence
of a shared secret key which is agreed upon between the parties ahead of time. It is configured
manually at each node in an offline basis and is used to establish authentication when
communication is first established between the two nodes. This approach, while simple, provides
significant scalability, complexity and management overhead to be practical in large scale
deployments of BGP as the Internet.
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2.4.2 Digest Algorithms
These algorithms (also called cryptographic hash functions) use an input text to generate a
fixed length hash value. Currently, the most commonly used hash functions are Message-Digest
algorithm 5 (MD5) [RIV92] and the Secure Hash Algorithm family, particularly SHA-1 [FIP02].
The cryptographic strength of the hash function is determined by the difficultly involved in
converting the the hash back to original text value without any collisions (i.e., it is
computationally infeasible to find two inputs with same output hash value).

2.4.3 Message Authentication Codes
A Message Authentication Code (MAC) is used to guarantee both the integrity (i.e. message was
not tampered) of the message as well as authenticity of the sending node (i.e. sender had access
to the secret key). The MAC is generated by feeding the secret key and the original message as
an input into a mathematical function. The MAC is typically then appended to the original
message and sent to the receiving node. The receiving node, with knowledge of the secret key,
should be able to receive the message and generate its own local copy of the MAC. If the
received MAC does not match the local copy of the MAC, then there is something suspicious
about the message or its sender. HMAC [KRA97] variant is commonly used to generate a MAC.

2.4.4 Public Key Infrastructure
In a large scale routing system such as the Internet (with over 35,000 ASes [HUS11c]), the
techniques above do not scale as they rely on a shared key between two parties. When more
than 35,000 ASes need to exchange BGP messages in the Internet, management of pair-wise
keys becomes a very significant challenge. Public key cryptography is one solution for key
management on a global scale. In the context of BGP, every AS has a public key and a private
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key. The public key is distributed throughout the Internet and is known to all other ASes. The
private key is kept secret. The assignment, delegation and distribution of public keys is handled
by Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). Key distribution follows a hierarchical model. IANA is at
the top of the hierarchy, followed by regional registries who assign keys to local ASes. There is
significant ongoing research in this field to develop and make this infrastructure available for use
in BGP [KEN00a][BUT10].

2.4.5 Public Key Cryptography
Public-key, or Asymmetric cryptography is heavily used in several security solutions to ensure
message confidentiality and message integrity (message has not been modified in transit). To
ensure message confidentiality, encryption is deployed by generating a ciphertext using the
public key of the message recipient. In the context of BGP, when an AS receives this encrypted
message, it can only decrypt if it has the associated private key.
Digital signatures are used to guarantee message integrity. A hash is generated with the private
key of the AS sending the message and sent along with the message. The recipient AS must
query the PKI to retrieve the public key of the sending AS and then use that public key to first
decode the message and then compare the locally generated hash with the received hash value.

2.4.6 Certificates and Attestations
Certificates and attestations are essential parts of PKI and almost always form the basis of most
of the proposed BGP security solutions. Attestations are used to prove that an AS owns a certain
address prefix and is authorized to advertise it in the Internet. Attestations carry information on
the ownership of address blocks and the ownership/delegation hierarchy. IANA is the ultimate
root for all address allocation. It can delegate a large address block to an organization who can
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further delegate the address blocks to smaller organizations. The attestation can include this
delegation hierarchy and will be digitally signed by the attesting AS or organization to ensure
attestation integrity. The delegation hierarchy chain can be verified at each link, back to the
source of the original delegation.
In order to verify the attestation, the public key of an AS is required. This key is accessed
through a PKI using digital certificates. Digital certificates are issued by issued by a Certification
Authority (CA) and contain both the public key of the AS and a signature confirming the validity
of the certificate. The CA also follows hierarchical model with IANA at the top issuing a root
certificate. The second/third level certificates are signed by an ISP or a national or regional
registry that issues an AS number to the organization.

2.5

Protection of BGP Session

A comprehensive survey of techniques available to secure BGP session is documented in
[BUT10]. We will briefly review some of the techniques mentioned in this survey. In order to
protect BGP session between two ASes, you need to protect both the underlying TCP session as
well the as the BGP session. Here are some techniques available to provide this multiple layer of
protection.

2.5.1 MD5 Integrity
Use of MD5 digest [RIV92] based MAC as a TCP extension has recently been proposed to
enhance BGP security. The protection is achieved by including an MD5 keyed digest [KRA97]
of the TCP header and BGP data in each BGP message. The digest is generated only by someone
with access to the secret key and this guarantees the authenticity of the packet data. There have
been alterations proposed to hash all or part of the TCP and BGP data message using one or
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more keys [HEF98]. This is to address some of the concerns associated with spoofing and
hijacking inherent to TCP [BEL89], [GRE02].

2.5.2 Session and Message Protection
There have been proposals submitted to protect BGP session and its messages. The most notable
contribution in this area is by Smith and Garcia-Luna-Aceves [SMI96], [SMI98]. They proposed
protection of BGP messages by encrypting all BGP data between peers (using a secret key
shared by the peers) and adding sequence numbers to enforce a total ordering on the messages.
They also propose to secure BGP UPDATE messages by adding an UPDATE sequence number
or timestamp, a new path attribute, PREDECESSOR, that identifies the last AS before the
destination AS, and digital signatures (signed by the peer) of all fixed value fields in the
UPDATE messages. Although this proposal may provide sufficient security to BGP, it has
significant management and adoption challenges. Management of pair-wise keys becomes very
complex as the number of peers scales. Also, since this scheme proposes to change BGP
implementations, this is a significant prohibitive barrier to adoption.

2.5.3 Generalized TTL Security Mechanism
The Generalized TTL Security Mechanism (GTSM) proposes to protect BGP nodes from remote
attacks [35]. The underlying assumption in this approach is that most of the BGP peering nodes
are adjacent to each other, i.e. they are one IP hop away. The proposal makes use of the time-tolive, or TTL, field in the IP header to determine whether the incoming IP packet traversed more
than one hop from its source to its destination. The proposal calls for sending node to set the
TTL of an IP packet to its maximum value of 255. When a BGP peer receives a packet, it checks
the TTL and if this value is less than 254 (decremented by one), the packet is flagged or dropped.
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The effectiveness of the proposal is limited, especially against complicated attacks as it does not
defend against subverted peers sending malicious information.

2.5.4 IPsec
IPsec is a suite of protocols that provide security at the network layer [KEN05], [THA98] by
defining methods for encrypting and authenticating IP headers and payload, and providing key
management services. The Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol deals with the issues of
dynamic negotiation of session keys [KAU05]. In the context of BGP, it provides the security
guarantees for BGP sessions, e.g., authenticity of data, integrity, message replay prevention, and
data confidentiality. IPsec sessions implement the required security between peers. However, it
is not sufficient to protect against widespread attacks. IPsec is garnering much attention in recent
times and is being adopted in multiple security applications to secure peer communications. It
also forms the basis for the more significant BGP security solutions.

2.6

Defensive Filtering

The concept behind defensive filtering is to filter out unacceptable BGP announcements received
from a peer. The BGP prefix announcements may be deemed as unacceptable due to the fact that
the IP addresses being announced are not allowed to be advertised in the network. The following
classes of IP addresses are good candidates for defensive filtering:


Documented Special Use Address (DSUA) prefixes (e.g., loopback addresses).



Bogons or martians (advertisements of address blocks and AS numbers with no matching
allocation data). There are lists maintained (e.g. CIDR report [BAT08] which can be
consulted for construction of route filters for bogons.
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Private AS numbers [STE08] or unrealistically long AS-PATHs.



Very small subnets (i.e., smaller than a /24 block of 256 addresses). These are filtered to limit
the size of the global routing tables.

Some ASes may choose to limit the total number of accepted prefixes from a peer. This is to
protect against arbitrarily large growth of BGP routing table which may lead to memory
exhaustion and also to prevent a neighboring AS from advertising disaggregated routes.
Defensive filtering can also be used in an intelligent way to perform filtering of BGP UPDATE
messages which may be syntactically valid but are announcing BGP routes which are not
plausible given the topology constraints. For example, defensive filtering can be intelligently
applied by ASes for BGP UPDATE messages received by their customers, especially stub AS
customers that do not provide transit service for others. In normal circumstances, a BGP update
message from stub AS customer should only contain customer route information in the ASPATH. If the AS-PATH contains the AS number of another ISP, then this update message is a
candidate for defensive filtering with the presumption that the customer stub AS incorrectly
propagated a provider learnt route. Similarly, ASes can filter BGP UPDATE messages from
customers for prefixes which are not owned by the customers.
Although defensive filtering remains a very powerful way to reduce the size of BGP table and
maintain BGP security, it is a manual process, with significant management overhead. Although
it is widely deployed, the filters are based on heuristics and are not necessarily always up-to-date
and there is no easy way to determine where it is not being used. Caesar and Rexford [CAE05]
and Nordstrom and Dovrolis [NOR04] have investigated the effects of BGP routing and filtering
policies.
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Also, defensive filtering fails in scenarios, when a malicious AS is not directly connected but is
several hops away. It is quite possible to be a target of an attack from an AS connected to ISPs
that does not filter routes, or by a malicious user who has compromised a router in the ISP’s
network.

2.7

Routing Registries

The concept of routing registries is to produce a shared global view of “correct” routing
information. Each AS would be required to populate a secure registry service with details of their
policy and topology information. This registry can be queried by other ASes and it would make
it easier to detect and reject invalid routes being advertised by an immediate peer or even by an
attacker multiple ASes away. It may also be used to construct better defensive filters. The main
obstacle in adoption of registries is the reluctance of ASes to publish their private policies and
topology information into a public registry. Also, there is a need to make sure that the registry
itself is secure and accurate. There have been proposals made in this field, most notably by
Blunk et al. [BLU05].

2.8

BGP Security Architectures (S-BGP, soBGP, IRV,
BGPSEC)

In this section, we discuss four comprehensive approaches to BGP security in terms of the
increasing flexibility afforded to the user: S-BGP, soBGP, IRV and BGPSEC.

2.8.1 Secure BGP (S-BGP)
Among the myriad of techniques proposed to provide security in BGP, Secure BGP (S-BGP) has
been the most complete contribution to date. The main goal of S-BGP is to protect the AS-PATH
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from modification and truncation, and to prevent unauthorized advertisements of an IP prefix. It
makes use of public key certificates to communicate authentication data. Theses certificates are
used to bind cryptographic information to an identity such as an organization. Any entity that is
in possession of the public key certificate can validate information digitally signed with the
private key associated with the public key [RIV78]. Important elements of S-BGP, notably the
notions of the PKI, have been adopted by the SIDR working group and regional registries
[SID10].
S-BGP ensures that all protocol update messages are valid using public key certificates. The
validation consists of checking the integrity and freshness of data passed between ASes, and that
the BGP speaker from which the update is originated is authorized to make the announcement on
behalf of the Autonomous System. Early work in S-BGP called for a pair of PKIs used to
delegate address space and AS numbers, and to associate particular network elements with their
parent ASes, while later work collapsed this to one hierarchy [SEO01]. IPSec is used in S-BGP
to secure the communication between BGP speakers [LYN03].
S-BGP supports two types of digitally signed statements called attestations. Address attestation
is a signed statement that delegates the right to originate an address prefix from the owner (AS,
organization) to another AS. The right to make an address prefix announcement can be checked
by issuing an out of band query to the PKI repository. A route attestation is a signed statement
that is carried by a BGP update. Each AS that receives the BGP update will sign the route and
the previously signed attached signatures. The route attestation enables a BGP speaker to verify
that the AS-PATH attribute is indeed the true sequence of ASes that the BGP update has
traversed. The BGP speaker can validate not only the path, but also that a) the ASes were
traversed in the order indicated by the path, and, b) no intermediate ASes were added or removed
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by an adversary. Figure 2-1 shows a simplified use of route attestations as they propagate between
routers.
S-BGP provides a strong security to the BGP. However, there are a number of issues associated
with it. First, because of the amount of data and number of signers, validation can be costly in
terms of computation, storage and protocol data exchange [NIC02]. Simulation assessments
[NIC04] of S-BGP show that path convergence times could as much as double with S-BGP. It
should be stated that this overhead can be reduced by optimizing the protocol to only validate
messages when they are selected as preferred BGP paths.
Second, the substantial storage requirements for route attestations have also been noted
[KEN00b].
Also, assumptions relating to the environment, in which S-BGP must operate, severely impact
the convergence of the Internet. The adoption of the protocol requires an upgrade to most of the
Internet routers to enable them to support the computationally expensive protocol operations.
Last, the protocol is not flexible enough to deal with missing or out of date information in the
PKI. As a matter of fact, it’s hard to guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the PKI
repository in the presence of more than 35,000 ASes in the Internet and millions of address
prefixes [UORV]. These protocol limitations have urged the research community to seek
alternative solutions to secure BGP.
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Figure 2-1: “onion-style” route attestation in S-BGP [BUT05].

2.8.2 Secure Origin BGP (soBGP)
Secure Origin BGP (soBGP) [NG04] is an attempt to strike a pragmatic balance between the
security processing overhead and the capabilities of deployed routing systems and security
infrastructure. soBGP uses similar concepts as S-BGP for address prefix validation. The
difference is that S-BGP uses a hierarchical PKI, whereas, soBGP uses the concept of a web of
trust to validate the binding certificates. soBGP defines a PKI for authenticating and authorizing
entities and organizations. The PKI manages three types of certificates as follows:
1. A certificate to bind a public key to each soBGP-speaking router.
2. A certificate to provide details on policy, local network topology and protocol parameters.
The local topology information is used by the router receiving the certificate to construct a
topology database reflective of the router’s view of the network which is then used to
validate received routes. Any UPDATE with a path that violates the AS topology is dropped.
Each AS signs and distributes its local topology (i.e., its peers) through the topology
certificate.
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3. A certificate to cover address ownership or delegation (similar to S-BGP).
soBGP exchanges information relating to security in a new BGP message called SECURITY
message. This in-band mechanism to distribute origin authentication information is in contrast to
the out-of-band method used by S-BGP.
S-BGP and soBGP are significantly different in terms of their approach for path authentication.
In S-BGP, route attestations are sent with every BGP UPDATE message and the receiving node
has a real-time view of the path taken by the message. In soBGP, the topology graph and
corresponding database used by soBGP is essentially static, as the topology only changes when a
new policy certificate is issued. There is a timing window where new topology may not be
updated when an UPDATE is received with an AS-PATH that this is different from the one in
the peer’s topology database. There is a need for additional infrastructure to ensure that the
topology updates are synchronized across all ASes.
Also, with soBGP, there is a risk of accepting BGP UPDATE messages with forged AS-PATHs.
soBGP topology will allow receiving node to drop any received route which is not consistent
with the routing topology. However, there is no way to guarantee that the BGP UPDATE
message followed the route received in the BGP UPDATE message. This is a security hole since
a malicious AS-PATH may still be accepted [BEL03a].
soBGP aims to reduce the computational overhead of validating signatures by authenticating
long-term structural routing elements (such as organization relationships, address ownership, and
topology) prior to establishment of BGP session. Data pertaining to these elements is signed,
validated, and stored at the routers ahead of time to reduce run-time costs.
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soBGP provides several deployment options which allow for tradeoffs between security and
convergence. One option allows the operator to choose whether to verify routes before accepting
them into the routing table or to accept routes and then verify their authenticity. Other options
provide flexibility for validation of route itself. As compared to S-BGP, soBGP stands out in
terms of better choice from ease of deployment point of view, but the number of options could
introduce interoperability challenges [KEN03a]. Also, certificates used in soBGP are nonstandard compared to the IETF PKIX certificates used in S-BGP.

2.8.3 Interdomain Route Validation
Interdomain Route Validation (IRV) is a decentralized comprehensive to secure BGP [GOO03].
In this model, there is an IRV server in each AS which can be queried by the BGP speaker to
determine whether the received UPDATE message contains correct information. Each of the
IRV servers contains information about local AS topology and prefix ownership.

When

information is needed for a particular remote AS, the local IRV server can directly contact the
IRV server in this AS. In this model, there is no in-band validation of BGP messages, which
removes any computational (impacting convergence) or storage costs.

There is flexibility

afforded to each AS to have its own algorithm for when to check the validity of UPDATE
message. Also, IRV server can choose to query all or a subset of ASes along the AS-PATH in
the UPDATE message, based on previous associations (e.g., ASes known to provide trusted
information may not be queried). There is also an option to cache past queries to assist with
debugging and failure detection. These options allow the BGP speaker flexibility to tradeoff
between convergence and security, if they so choose. Local policy configurations on the BGP
speaker dictate what data can be trusted or ignored and what must be validated via an IRV query.
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The IRV server model is slightly better than routing registries because the AS retains control
over the data, and is more likely to keep it up to date. However, the underlying assumption is that
AS makes accurate assertions and the IRV server is never misconfigured. In order to guarantee
authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality of queries and results, communication between IRV
servers can be secured at using IPSec or TLS [DIE06].
The central limitation of IRV is that a network must be available for BGP speakers to
communicate with the IRV server or for IRV servers to communicate with each other. This
connectivity may only exist through the very route which needs to be validated (chicken and egg
problem). This presents a problem in bootstrapping the protocol and in recovering from failure
scenarios.

Some of the possible solutions to this include using static routing to connect the IRV

servers, or use gossip-style protocols [BAK72], or use optimistic routing (e.g., using received
routes immediately and validating where possible).

2.8.4 BGPSEC
BGPSEC [LEP11a] is designed primarily to use digital signatures to protect the AS-Path
attribute of BGP UPDATE messages. The signatures allow the BGP node to assess the validity
of the AS-Path in UPDATE messages that it receives.
BGPSEC builds on top of Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [LEP11b], which
introduces the notion of validation of BGP messages. RPKI resource certificates are issued to
ASes and the IP addresses (prefixes) owned by them, thereby, creating an association between
ASes, IP prefixes and cryptographic keys that can be used to verify digital signatures. RPKI also
specifies a digitally signed object, a Route Origination Authorization (ROA), which allows
owners of IP addresses to authorize specific ASes to originate BGP routes for these IP addresses.
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ROAs are intended to be used by BGP nodes to determine whether a received route was
originated by an AS authorized to originate that route [HUS10] and [BUS11]).
ROAs allow ASes to protect themselves from certain mis-origination attacks. This can be
achieved by implementing a local policy which prefers local routes with origins validated using
RPKI data versus routes which cannot be validated. However, use of ROAs and RPKI does not
protect against an attacker who could, for example, conduct a route hijacking attack by
appending an authorized origin AS to an otherwise illegitimate AS Path. BGPSEC adds a new
BGPSEC router certificate, which is used to bind an AS number to a public signature verification
key, the corresponding private key of which is held by one or more BGP nodes within this AS.
The BGP nodes within an AS can use private keys to sign on behalf of their AS. The certificates
allow the receiving BGP node to verify that a BGPSEC signature was created by a BGP node
located in a given AS.
BGPSEC also introduces a new optional attribute, called BGPSEC_Path_Signatures, which
consists of a sequence of digital signatures, one for each AS in the AS Path of a BGPSEC
UPDATE message. Each AS adds its own signature to the outgoing UPDATE message. The
signature is so designed that the recipient can detect any tampering with the AS PATH or IP
prefix information.
When originating a BGPSEC update message, BGP node creates a BGPSEC_Path_Signatures
attribute containing a single signature. This signature protects, among other things, the IP prefix,
the AS number of the originating AS and the AS number of the peer AS to whom the update
message is being sent. When a receiving BGP node propagates the route to a peer, it adds a new
signature to the BGPSEC_Path_Signatures attribute. The intention is to protect everything
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protected by the previous signature, plus the AS number of the new peer. Each BGP node also
adds a Subject Key Identifier (SKI) to its BGPSEC Router certificate, which is used by a
recipient to select the public key needed for validation.
For each signature received in BGPSEC update message, the BGP node first needs to determine
if there is a valid RPKI Router certificate matching the SKI and containing the appropriate AS
number. The BGP node then verifies the signature using the public key from this BGPSEC router
certificate. If all the signatures can be verified in this fashion, the BGP speaker is assured that the
update message it received actually came via the path specified in the AS-Path attribute. Finally,
the BGP speaker can check whether there exists a valid ROA in the RPKI linking the origin AS
to the address prefix being advertised. If such a valid ROA exists the BGP speaker is further
assured that the AS at the beginning of the validated path was authorized to originate routes to
the given prefix [LEP11a]. If all the signatures spanning the AS-Path in the BGPSEC message
can be validated, then the receiver of the BGP message can confirm that that the route update
traversed the inter-AS routing space in the same manner as is represented in the AS-Path
attribute of the BGP UPDATE message.
With current BGP standards, an announced BGP route is considered valid until it is withdrawn or
until the session with the peer AS responsible for announcing the route is terminated. This
property of BGP makes it vulnerable to “ghost route” attacks, wherein a BGP node chooses not
to propagate a route withdrawal in the hope of diverting misdirected traffic from its peering
ASes. BGPSEC changes this behavior by having ASes set expiry times for route advertisements
originated by them. This expiry time is the notAfter field in the End Entity (EE) certificate,
which is used to sign the protocol update and the route is considered invalid once this time
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elapses. The originating AS must periodically re-advertise the route and reset the expiry timer of
the associated digital signature.
BGPSEC relies on a model of incremental deployment in which direct peers of a BGPSEC
speaking AS will be able to communicate with each other using BGPSEC. These adjacent ASes
can offer to speak BGPSEC with their respective peer ASes, and so forth. This implies that
BGPSEC speaking communities of ASes will be able to provide assurance on routes originated
and propagated within the community of interconnected ASes.

When a BGPSEC update

message leaves a BGPSEC community, BGPSEC signature attributes of the route are stripped
out so the peering ASes can treat the message like a normal BGP message. Similarly, periodic
updates resulting from the expiry timer do not propagate beyond the BGPSEC community. Also,
BGPSEC will not allow for packing of updates, where a number of IP address prefixes can be
advertised via a single UPDATE message if they share a common collection of attributes,
including the AS-Path. In BGPSEC, each update message would refer to a single prefix. This
does have potential to increase BGP traffic in the Internet but it needs to be quantified.
There are several aspects of BGPSEC which warrant further study and quantification. These
include amount of additional local storage needed on each node to store signatures, public key
identifiers for ASes, and per-prefix per-peer attributes. Also, the computational load of validation
of signatures in secure BGP is significantly higher in terms of the number of cryptographic
operations that are required to validate an update message. However, as mentioned earlier, when
an update leaves a BGPSEC community, BGPSEC signature attributes in the route are removed,
so the storage overheads of BGPSEC are not seen by other BGP nodes.
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It is important to note that initially BGPSEC community will mostly comprise of transit ASes,
who are responsible for propagating BGP routes on behalf of other ASes. The study of Internet
topology yields that approximately 15 percent of ASes are “transit” ASes. The remaining ASes
behave as stub ASes that only originate routes and do not appear to transit routes for others. Such
stub ASes can support a “light weight” simplex version of BGPSEC, where they provide
BGPSEC signed originated routes to their upstream ASes, and nothing more [HUS11d].
While BGPSEC certainly provides an avenue for incremental deployment, it also means
transitioning from 100% distributed control of today's BGPv4 based Internet to new layer of
Internet control to be built for BGPSEC. The major concerns with BGPSEC pertain to scaling of
this new architecture. This is a topic of much debate in IETF presently and the concern is
whether enough has been done to ensure that BGPSEC will scale with the projected growth of
the Internet routing table in the next few years. It is commonly recognized that today's Internet
routing and addressing system is facing serious scaling problems [MEY07].

2.9

Other Contributions

In this section, we present and discuss several other contributions that have been made in the
recent past.
Perlman [PER88] was among the first to recognize and study the problem of securing routing
infrastructures. It was her work that demonstrated that any solution attempting to secure
protocols like BGP must demonstrate Byzantine robustness; that is, if some nodes in the network
start misbehaving, other nodes in the network should reach a decision on a particular message’s
contents within a finite time period (termination). This decision should be the same among all
these nodes (agreement), and the message should be the one sent by the source node (validity). It
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must be noted that existing solutions to date largely demonstrate only some facets of Byzantine
robustness.
Before BGP version 4 was created, Kumar provided an analysis of security threats to
interdomain routing protocols and proposed security mechanisms. These security mechanisms,
adopted in the proposed IDRP [ISO92] can be viewed as an alternative to PKI. ISO’s IDRP was
designed as a superset of BGP and EGP and was initially tipped to replace BGP. However, due
to popularity of IP, IDRP did not gain widespread traction. IDRP is a path vector protocol and
uses an encrypted checksum for all routing messages sent between routers. The checksum uses
an algorithm agreed by the two peers and is used to authenticate the messages. Authenticated
timestamps and sequence numbers are used to protect against anti-replay attacks. However, the
security mechanisms in the protocol did not account for prefix hijacking. Also, it advocated
against encryption on per message basis due to the computation cost associated with
cryptographic operations. Although IDRP highlighted important requirements for inter-domain
routing security, it did not gain much adoption.
For the rest of this section, we categorize the contributions in five broad terms as follows:


Cryptography based approach – the contribution makes use of cryptography in the
proposed solution.



Heuristics based approach – the contribution relies on one or more heuristics to improve
BGP security.



Probing approach – the contribution uses new probes (messages) to help ascertain
correctness of BGP messages.
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Database or offline/parallel infrastructure – the contribution uses a database or an offline
infrastructure.



Attack types and incentives – the contributions discuss various attack types and their
incentives and also propose approaches to combat these attacks.

2.9.1 Cryptography-based Schemes
Cheung [CHE97] proposed a symmetric-key based data authentication scheme whereby routing
updates may be optimistically accepted with some form of validation data. The sender later
releases the key needed to validate the routing updates. This requires time synchronization
between parties. Being an optimistic link state verification scheme, it allows the use of an
invalid routing update until the time that the update fails validation. Although this allows for
faster convergence, there is a security tradeoff here. Also, in this scheme, when a misbehaving
router is identified, it is isolated from the network. This aspect of the protocol itself can be
misused as an attack mechanism to isolate perfectly valid routers from the network. Isolation of
key routers in the Internet can cause major reachability issues in the Internet.
Heffernan [HEF98] defined TCP extension to enhance BGP security for BGP. It defined a new
TCP option for carrying an MD5 digest in a TCP segment. This digest is based on keys known
only to the peer nodes. This scheme hashed all or part of the TCP and BGP data message using
one or more keys and addressed many of the problems of spoofing and hijacking present in TCP
[BEL89], [GRE02].
Aiello et al. [AIE03] sought to assist with Origin Authentication of the incoming BGP UPDATE
message, i.e., is the origin AS authorized to advertise an IP prefix? They propose using Origin
Authentication Tags (OATs), which would carry the information needed to authenticate the
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owner of an IP prefix. The concern with this approach is that the IP prefix allocation scheme is
complex and that multiple complex schemes would be needed to make it successful.
Subramanian et al. [SUB04] tries to detect inaccuracies in the data plane (the listen part), but
focuses also on control plane security (the whisper part), and aims to provide an almost complete
BGP security solution. However, the approach seems infeasible, as it tries to detect data plane
anomalies by analyzing TCP flows, which can be millions per second on heavily trafficked
routes.
Hu et al. [HU04] proposed SPV as a mechanism for securing BGP that replaces the
computationally expensive asymmetric cryptography, as used in S-BGP, with a signature scheme
based on symmetric cryptography. SPV protects against AS-PATH truncation and modification
attacks. The protocol defines three concepts to secure AS-PATH. First, it includes private keys
within the updates. Second, it relies on hop-by-hop authentication to check if no AS was inserted
onto the path. Last, it limits the options of an attacker can have to attack the network. The SPV
protocol offers a balance between computational complexity and strong route authenticity
guarantees. However, Raghavan et al. [RAG07] described design flaws that can lead to
successful attacks on the SPV protocol, such as Multi-path modification and truncation attacks.
Because of these vulnerabilities, SPV protocol doesn't offer the same security guarantees as the
S-BGP.
Aiello et al. [AIE06] proposed to depreciate the cost of cryptographic signature verifications by
considering the reference locality of BGP announcements [BUT06]. The authors reviewed the
Route Views data archive [UORV] and noticed that paths are generally stable, and the number of
new paths grows fairly slowly. Based on this, they suggested a new path authentication
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mechanism (as compared to S-BGP). This mechanism maintains a similar level of security while
substantially reducing the number of signature validations required. However, there is a very
significant increase in the bandwidth requirements because of the large cryptographic proof
systems that are distributed.
Zhang et al. [ZHA09] proposed a new architecture to secure IP prefix ownership. The proposal,
named, HC-BGP, uses one-way hash chain and regular public/private key pairs to ensure prefix
ownership certificates. The authors also provide a partial ordering algorithm to prevent any
malicious network from tampering the messages. HC-BGP requires verification only when the
origin changes and it relies on the existing hop-by-hop trust relationship.
Yin et al. [YIN10] proposed a keychain-based signature scheme called KC-x. The keys used for
signature generation and verification form a chain by themselves, resulting in a strong link
between signatures. KC-x builds a chain of key authorization along an AS-PATH and has the
flexibility of using different signature algorithms, which can even co-exist in a hybrid
deployment.
[Li11] proposed TBGP, a trusted BGP scheme which aims to achieve high authenticity of
Internet routing with a simple and lightweight attestation mechanism. TBGP proposes a set of
route update and withdrawal rules that,can guarantee the authenticity and integrity of route
information. Through this, TBGP builds a transitive trust relationship among all routers on a
routing path.

2.9.2 Heuristics-based Schemes
Bradley et al. [BRA98] proposed WATCHERS protocol to detect and react to routers that drop
or misroute packets. WATCHERS tracks the packets flow in each node (both incoming and
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outgoing), and detects routers that violate the conservation principle which states that all data
bytes sent into a node are expected to exit the node, unless they are destined for this node.
Routers participating in WATCHERS count packets in various categories, share the packet
counts with other participating routers, and perform diagnostics on the data to determine if a
router was misbehaving in the network. This protocol is mainly targeted for intra-AS routers.
From inter-AS point of view, it is difficult to imagine different ASes divulging characteristics of
traffic flow, especially when the result of the protocol may be some type of penalty levied
against a router.
Zhao et al. [ZHA01a] suggested using change in the origin AS as one of the heuristics which
determine whether the BGP route is valid or not. If originating AS for a particular route changes,
the validity of the route can be questioned. RFC 1930 [HAW96] recommends that an IP prefix
should be originated from a single AS with few exceptions. A study by Zhao [ZHA01b] showed
that show, that Multiple Origin Autonomous System (MOAS) is a common phenomenon, caused
by either operational practice such as support for multi-homing, or by misconfiguration or
software defects. A MOAS conflict occurs if an IP address prefix appears to originate from more
than one AS. Blind acceptance of MOAS conflicts is potentially dangerous as it opens the door
for traffic hijacking. In this contribution, Zhao defined a new BGP Community, termed "MOAS
List", to distinguish valid MOAS conflicts from invalid ones. However, because the community
attribute is optional and transitive, routers can drop this information without causing an error.
Considering the importance of DNS to network architecture, Wang et al. [WAN03a] proposed a
scheme to protect BGP routes to top-level DNS servers from modification. It employs path
filtering based on heuristics, such as those used for MOAS detection [ZHA01a]. The path
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filtering scheme is seemingly practical for this particular application because routes to DNS
servers are found to be stable.
Kruegel et al. [KRU03] propose evaluation of common BGP configurations and AS behavior and
then use metrics to identify bogus announcements (e.g., strange aggregation and tracking of
historical associations between prefixes and ASes). For example, the proposal observes
ownership over time. If this ownership changes in a new route (a new AS begins to announce the
address, or a new MOAS occurs), it is considered to be malicious and is flagged. They
demonstrate the number of false positives is relatively small, on the order of twenty per day
compared to over five million UPDATE messages processed per day. However, the prefix
ownership lists are static in this model and need to be rebuilt if a topology change occurs in the
network.
Wan et al. [WAN05] proposed Pretty Secure BGP (psBGP) architecture which considers an
address origin authentication scheme within a larger comprehensive BGP security architecture.
The basic assertion in this proposal is that it is not practical to manage addresses through a
centralized PKI. For origin authentication purposes, each AS rates every other AS with a metric
to indicate trustworthiness of the foreign AS. Each AS creates a Prefix Assertion List (PAL)
which contains address ownership assertions of the local ASes and its peers. The PALs of peers
are checked for consistency whenever an origin claim is being validated. However, this form of
weak origin authentication does not protect against two or more colluding ASes from attacking
the network with false origins.
Karlin et al. [KAR06] proposed an alerting system, called Pretty Good BGP (PGBGP). With
this scheme, historical routing data is maintained and used to determine what routes to prefixes
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should be considered normal. If an incoming route conflicts with historical route, it is flagged as
suspicious for 24 hours. This time limit of 24 hours is based on work by Mahajan et al.
[MAH02] that shows most misconfigurations and hijack attempts last for less than this
amount of time. The route is also avoided while it remains suspicious. While this scheme may
offer good protection for ASes against prefix hijacking attacks, it can impact convergence in the
network if it incorrectly marks a new, better route as suspicious.
Blazakis et al. [BLA06] proposed a scheme to measure the difference between the current path
and the new path in terms of a quantifiable metric, called edit distance. Edit distance is defined
as the number of operations needed to change one string to another. This can be used when
comparing AS-PATHs. Edit distance is equal to the number of ASes that are different in the ASPATH. For example, if two ASes are different, the edit distance will be equal to two. The
reliability of the routing update decreases when edit distance increases. Also, changes in the path
are weighted differently, depending on the position of the AS that has changed. While this
proposal gives a hint for a discrepancy, it is not necessarily reliable or accurate in all cases.

2.9.3 Probing Schemes
Qiu et al. [QIU06a] proposed that routers, when they detect an origin change, send a probe to
find the true origin and then notify the true origin if a discrepancy is found.

This scheme is

capable of running on current router hardware, instead of requiring new hardware. Also, it does
not require cryptography. While it can handle origin change misconfiguration, it does not handle
malicious nodes well.
Hu et al. [HU07] proposed using AS/router properties as a finger-print to validate access to an IP
prefix. Examples of such properties include: operating system, router services, and ports in use.
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When two different routes are received, these properties can be compared to detect an invalid
path. The system sends out probing messages to obtain a fingerprint with the hope that only
valid routers originating the prefix will respond to the probing messages. The concern with this
approach is that some of the probe techniques may be impossible due to firewalls in the path.
Zhang et al. [ZHA10] proposed iSPY, which is a prefix-owner-based IP prefix hijacking
detection system. iSPY relies on the rich connectivity of the ASes in the Internet to detect that IP
prefix hijacking causes an outage with a signature which is distinct from typical link failures in
the network. iSPY continuously monitors network reachability from external transit networks to
its own network through lightweight probing and scans for the hijacking signature as the trigger
for hijacking alarms.

2.9.4 Database or Offline/Parallel Infrastructure
Reynolds et al. [REY06] suggested using a trusted platform to monitor BGP router, thereby,
creating a security plane to query a route update. It allows for parallel infrastructure to secure
anomalies in BGP UPDATE messages. However, adding systems to monitor routers or validate
routes requires dedicated network resources and creates more maintenance work for AS
administrators.
Wendlandt et al. [WEN06] proposed Availability-Centric Routing (ACR), which suggests that a
database of route history and performance, called a route repository, be used to determine the
optimal path for a source, destination pair. ACR views the route updates as candidates to be
evaluated against a superset of paths which could be provided offline, at a cost, by an availability
provider (AP). A transit AS, acting as an AP, maintains database of path characteristics and helps
provide multiple candidate paths. The service would allow data to be sent along these paths using
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key points in the network, called deflection points, using tunneling. This proposal seeks to
guarantee that the status of forwarding table is consistent with the advertised BGP routing
information. However, the proposal is a dramatic departure from current architecture of BGP
deployments.
Lad et al. [LAD06] proposed Prefix Hijack Alert System (PHAS) which uses routing database
containing BGP route updates to identify IP prefix hijack events. This database can be created
based on the number of different BGP monitoring projects, e.g. Route Views [UORV]. In the
case of IP prefix being hijacked, the operator is notified via email alerts. The system is dynamic
in that it automatically adjusts the time needed to make a determination and the number of alerts
to be sent out.
Liao et al. [LIA10] study the diverse and evolving commercial agreements that ISPs (ASes) enter
into for peering relationships to be able to identify safe and robust routing policies. The authors
investigate different routing policies which can be devised to accommodate complex mutual
transit agreements. They propose policy guidelines to allow mutual transit agreements and
guarantee routing safety and robustness as long as the AS graph satisfies a corresponding set of
precise topological constraints.
Wang et al. [WAN10] proposed to have each router build a database of IP prefixes and their
rightful owners so that any BGP UPDATE message can be verified for rightful origination of the
IP prefix. To detect AS-PATH manipulation, the authors proposed to extend the BGP to contain
an attribute as-path-type used to carry the type of a route.
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2.9.5 Attack Types and Incentives
Ballani et al. [BAL07] detailed the impact of IP address prefix hijacking by establishing a
methodology for prefix interception and estimating the fraction of traffic to any prefix that can
be intercepted in the Internet. The methodology showed that that ASes higher up in the routing
hierarchy can hijack a significant amount of traffic to any prefix, including popular prefixes.
Goldberg et al. [GOL08] studied conditions which can encourage ASes to announce BGP routes
that are different from the paths that data packets traverse in the data plane. In general, ASes
seek the best possible outgoing path for their traffic. In practice, AS is also interested in
attracting incoming traffic (e.g., because other ASes pay it to carry their traffic). The study looks
at combinations of BGP enhancements and restrictions on routing policies which can ensure that
ASes have no incentive to lie about their data-plane paths. Using game-theoretic analysis, it is
demonstrated that protocols like S-BGP alone are insufficient, but that S-BGP does suffice if
coupled with additional (quite unrealistic) restrictions on routing policies.
McArthur et al. [MCA09] exposed a new class of stealthy prefix hijacking attacks that are harder
to detect. This kind of attack methodology affects a relatively small fraction of ASes while the
victim continues to receive traffic from the majority of ASes (raising no alarms). The basic idea
is to tune the length of the invalid paths so that they are only appealing to a smaller fraction of
ASes. Using Route-Views [UORV] topologies, the authors present upper bounds on the impact
of stealthy prefix hijacking attacks. The authors also propose a defense mechanism which uses a
combination of existing detection methods to successfully detect a stealthy prefix hijacking
attack.
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Goldberg et al. [GOL10] studied the effectiveness of existing major BGP security techniques
(origin authentication, soBGP, S-BGP, and data-plane verification) to prevent traffic-attraction
attacks. Through simulations, the authors demonstrate that even in the presence of S-BGP or
data plane verification, an attacker can maximize the traffic he attracts by widely announcing a
short, but valid, AS-PATH. The authors also studied different kinds of attacks and determined
that determining most damaging attack strategy is NP-hard.

It can be concluded that

mechanisms that police export policies (e.g., defensive filtering) are crucial, even if S-BGP is
fully deployed.
Shue et al. [SHU12] studied malicious activity happening around the Internet and explored
whether some large profile ASes are so-called safe havens for these malicious attacks. The
authors studied blacklists of IP addresses, local spam data and DNS resolutions of the IP
addresses in the blacklists and established that some ASes have more than 80% of their IP
addresses blacklisted. Also, several ASs regularly peer with ASs associated with significant
malicious activity. The authors also studied properties of malicious ASes which distinguish them
from normal ASes.

2.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a brief overview of BGP and its operation. We also discussed
different security techniques (cryptography, protection of BGP session, defensive filtering, and
routing registries) to secure various aspects of BGP. We presented a detailed overview of the
four most comprehensive approaches to BGP security: S-BGP, soBGP, IRV and BGPSEC. We
also discussed a number of other schemes that have been proposed in the last several years.
Finally, we also discussed different attack types and incentives for attacking the Internet
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Chapter 3
Extensions to BGP and Data-plane Security
3.1

Introduction

The act of forging source addresses in IP packets, also known as IP address spoofing, remains an
effective mechanism to launch DoS attacks on the Internet [RIC00],[NAR02]. The idea behind
source IP address spoofing is to craft a malicious attack packet and send it to the network with a
source IP address that belongs to some other AS in the network. This allows the attacking
node/AS to pose as another AS and also hide its actual identity and location, making it difficult
to detect the actual attacker and to protect against it. As a result, such types of attacks are
generally immune to detection techniques that rely on source address-based filtering.
There are several reasons why source IP address spoofing remains a popular method to launch
attacks in the Internet [MOO06]. First, when an attack is launched using source IP address
spoofing, it is difficult to differentiate attack traffic from legitimate traffic. The AS whose IP
address has been hijacked may well be sending legitimate traffic at the same time as attack traffic
is being sent from its IP address. Second, although the attack appears to be coming from a
particular victim AS (whose source IP address has been hijacked), it can take substantial amount
of time and resources to determine that the host itself is a victim and that the true attacker still
needs to be located [BEL03b],[SAV00],[SNO01]. Finally, forging of source IP addresses allows
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the attacker to pose as a valid AS on the other end of a transaction and launch popular man-inthe-middle attacks, such as variants of TCP hijack and DNS poisoning attacks
[RAM10],[STE03]. Similarly, IP spoofing can be used to launch reflector-based attacks whereby
an attacker uses some victim’s IP address to contact a number of hosts, resulting in the victim
being flooded by replies from all these hosts [PAX01].
Many solutions have been proposed to detect IP spoofing. Most of them are based on filtering
packets based on the IP source address and the incoming interface. The premise is that if the
source IP address of the packet is not expected to be received on the incoming interface then the
packet is dropped. We shall discuss inter-domain packet filters (IDPF) scheme in the next
section.

3.2

Inter-domain Packet Filters (IDPF)

The route based packet filter proposed by Park and Lee [PAR01] relies on the assumption that if
a single-path routing scheme is assumed, there is exactly one single path p(s, d) between source
node s and destination node d. Therefore, it is acceptable to discard any incoming packet with
source address s and destination address d not in p(s, d). However, it is not possible to create
accurate route-based packet filters at a given AS without this AS possessing the knowledge of
entire global routing decisions made by all other ASes in the network. This is impossible with
the current BGP-based Internet routing infrastructure. As discussed earlier, BGP is a policybased routing protocol, whereby locally defined policies at an AS influence both the selection as
well as the propagation of the best route to reach a destination. These policies are typically
closely guarded by individual ASes as they tie into revenue aspects of the ASes. Given this, it is
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virtually impossible for an AS to acquire the complete knowledge of routing decisions made by
the other entire ASes. This significantly hampers the adoption of route-based packet filters.
The IDPF architecture takes advantage of the fact that while network connectivity may imply a
large number of potential paths between source and destination domains, commercial
relationships between ASes act to restrict to a much smaller set the number of feasible paths that
can be used to carry traffic from the source to the destination [DUA08]. The commercial
relationships between ASes can be summarized as following [LIA10], [HUS99]:
provider-customer: In this arrangement, a customer AS pays the provider AS to carry its traffic
to the rest of the Internet. This is very commonly observed arrangement in the Internet today
where smaller ASes are customers of much larger provider ASes.
peer-peer: In this arrangement, ASes of roughly same size agree to carry traffic from each other
(and their customers).
sibling-sibling: In this arrangement, two ASes provide mutual transit service to each other.

Table 3-1: Route export rules at an AS [DUA08]
Export rules
Export routes to
provider
Learned
customer
from
peer
sibling
Own routes

r1
provider
no
yes
no
yes
yes

r2
customer
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

r3
peer
no
yes
no
yes
yes

r4
sibling
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Table 3-1 captures the rules for route export for ASes with different relationships. In this table,
rules r1-r4 dictate the export policies typically used by an AS to announce routes to providers,
customers, peers, and siblings, respectively. As an example, export rule r1 states that “an AS will
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announce routes to its own networks, and routes learned from customers and siblings to a
provider, but it will not announce routes learned from other providers and peers to the provider”
[DUA08]. These export rules can be handily used to restrict the number of possible paths
between each pair of ASes. Also, these export rules are the cornerstone of IDPF framework.
The main idea behind the IDPF framework is to only allow data packets from feasible upstream
neighbors to pass and discard all other packets. Such filtering needs to make sure that it will not
discard packets with valid source addresses. IDPFs are constructed from the information implicit
in BGP route updates. When an AS receives a packet from an incoming interface, it checks if
the source IP address has been advertised through this interface. The packet is discarded if the
check is negative. A key feature of the scheme is that it does not require global routing
information.

3.3

Performance of IDPF

We define performance of IDPF as the ability of the network to prevent IP address spoofing
attacks in the network. We developed our own simulation system to study the performance of
IDPF scheme in the presence of both uncompromised and malicious ASes (see Section 4.4 for
details). The simulation models each AS as a node in the system and allows for a random
topology with the option of the user to specify average degree of connectivity for each AS. It
models propagation of BGP UPDATE messages in the network. It models IP address spoofing
attacks by randomly (using uniform probability distribution) selecting ASes which send IP
packets with spoofed source IP addresses (IP addresses belonging to different ASes). The
simulation models IDPF-enabled node behavior by maintaining a database which contains a
mapping between source IP addresses and interfaces on which routes for these source IP
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addresses were learnt. The simulation will drop IP packets if they are received on interfaces
which are different from the interface in the database. All such drops are counted towards
success of IDPF scheme. Any spoofed IP packets which do not get dropped and are delivered to
the destination address are considered as towards the success of the attack.
For current analysis, the simulation system consisted of 2000 ASes in a random topology
configuration and with shortest paths being the criteria of choice for selecting the best route from
each AS to other ASes. We ensured that the simulation system yielded results similar to those
presented in [DUA08] for IDPF. This gave us confidence in the reliability of the results from the
simulation system. The simulation was repeated five times to compute 95% confidence intervals.
The 95% confidence interval means that 95% of the simulation results fall within the interval.
Throughout this thesis, the confidence interval is computed based on five independent runs. It
was observed that more than 95% of the results were within the calculated confidence interval
for each experiment. The confidence intervals themselves are shown on each figure.
Figure 3-1 demonstrates the success of IDPF scheme against IP spoofing attacks. For example,
when 50% of the ASes have IDPF enabled, approximately 40% of the IP spoofing attacks can be
stopped.
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Figure 3-1: IDPF Performance.

It is important to note that when IDPF is deployed on all the nodes (100% IDPF), the success of
the scheme is approximately 67%. Interestingly, it is not 100%. This can be explained using the
example in Figure 3-2. In this example, IDPF is deployed on all ASes. AS G advertises a BGP
route UPDATE message, which reaches AS A via ASes E and C. If AS E decides to spoof AS
G’s IP address and send an IP packet with G’s IP address, this packet will be accepted by ASes C
and A. This is because the IP packet is following the same AS path as the BGP UPDATE
message. The interface checks will match for both IP packet and BGP UPDATE message. In
such scenario(s), IP spoofing attack will succeed even with 100% IDPF deployment. From our
simulation results, when all nodes deploy IDPF, an average of 67% of the attacks can be
prevented. The rest of the attacks are successful.
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Figure 3-2: An example of a scenario where IDPF cannot protect against IP spoofing attacks.

3.4

Impact of BGP Prefix Hijacking on IDPF

The IDPF scheme assumes that BGP routing updates are secure and hence trustworthy. As
discussed earlier, IDPF filters are created based directly on BGP UPDATE messages. Hence, if
the BGP UPDATE messages can be manipulated to carry incorrect routing information,
performance of IDPF scheme will suffer. For example, if malicious ASes are introduced in the
network who can hijack another AS’s IP prefix and announce themselves as owners of those IP
prefixes, it can lead to creation of incorrect IDPF filters. This will directly lead to degradation of
IDPF filter performance. We repeated simulation analysis with one AS in the network
participating in IP prefix hijacking attacks. The selection of AS was random, using uniform
probability distribution model.
Figure 3-3 demonstrates that IDPF performance degrades in the presence of false BGP updates in
the network. As an example, when IDPF is enabled on all nodes (100% deployment),
approximately 28% of IP attacks can be prevented when one AS is advertising bogus BGP
updates in the network. Without any bogus BGP UPDATE messages, the success rate is 67%.
These results demonstrate that there is a strong incentive for attackers to combine both control
plane and data plane attacks to divert traffic in the network.
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Figure 3-3: Degradation of IDPF Performance in presence of bogus BGP UPDATE messages.

The results in Figure 3-3 reinforce the need to address IP spoofing attacks both on data as well as
control planes. The decline in IDPF performance can be arrested by deploying a mechanism to
secure BGP such that bogus UPDATE messages are not allowed to traverse the network. There
needs to be a way to ensure that BGP UPDATE message is advertising a prefix that is rightfully
owned by the AS originating the UPDATE message. Also, there needs to be a way to ensure that
the BGP UPDATE message actually traverses the AS-PATH listed in the BGP UPDATE
message.

3.5

Extensions in BGP for Secure Routing

There are a number of practical and a number of more fundamental questions relating to securing
BGP. The first is a practical question relating to the inevitable design trade-off between the level
of security and the performance overheads of processing security credentials associated with
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BGP UPDATE messages. The question concerns what aspects of securing BGP should be
considered essential and what is considered to be desirable, but not essential. It is not entirely
known as to what aspects of BGP performance and load are critical for the robust operation of
network applications and what are not so critical. With such considerations, it is important that
any solution to secure BGP should try and minimize impact on current performance of BGP and
should be incrementally deployable. In order to add security, we propose the following concepts
and extensions in BGP [ISR09b], at a very high-level:
1. Add ability in BGP node to validate that the AS number claiming to originate an IP address
prefix (as derived from the AS-PATH attribute of the BGP route) is in fact authorized.
Whenever an UPDATE message is received, the receiving AS will try to determine whether
the originator AS is authorized to originate the IP prefix.
2. Add ability in BGP AS to perform complete (or partial) attestation of the AS-PATH
contained in the BGP UPDATE message. Whenever an UPDATE message is received, the
receiving AS will be able to confirm complete (or partial) validity of the AS-PATH.
3. Add intelligence in BGP selection algorithm to consider results of the above two steps. We
add intelligence in BGP selection algorithm to consider the results of both 1 and 2. The idea
is to get separate results for both 1 and 2 above and then use a simple mathematical equation
to get an overall result. The overall result, termed as “Route Credibility Score” (RCS), can be
derived as follows:
(3.1)
Where:
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Both X and Y can be defined as follows:
Table 3-2: Different possible values for X and Y

X (or Y)

Value

Meaning

2
1
0

Valid
Unknown
Invalid

In essence, if there is a reliable scheme to determine IP address prefix origination and if this
scheme confirms that the incoming prefix was originated by the rightful owner of the prefix, X
would be assigned a value of 2 (Valid). If this scheme confirms that the originator of the prefix is
in fact not the rightful owner of the IP address prefix, X would be assigned a value of 0 (Invalid).
If there is no reliable way to determine the originator of the address prefix, X would be assigned
a value of 1 (Unknown). Similarly, if there is a reliable scheme available to attest validity of ASPATH and if this scheme confirms that the incoming AS-PATH is in fact valid, Y would be
assigned a value of 2 (Valid). If the scheme confirms that AS-PATH is not valid, Y would be
assigned a value of 0 (Invalid). If there is no reliable way to attest validity of AS-PATH, Y
would be assigned a value of 1 (Unknown).
RCS would be assigned the minimum of X and Y. An “Invalid” X or Y value will give minimum
value to RCS, thereby making it less preferable to another route with a higher RCS value. This is
because, under, no circumstances, should a route with “Invalid” value of X or Y be accepted, as
we know that its origin or AS-PATH is invalid. We propose to change BGP selection algorithm
to consider RCS value for each incoming route. The standard BGP selection algorithm is given in
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Table 3-3. We propose to add a check for RCS value as step 1 of the selection algorithm, as in
Table 3-4.
Table 3-3: BGP route selection algorithm

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Criterion
Highest Local Preference
Lowest AS-PATH length
Lowest origin type
Lowest MED (with same next-hop)
eBGP-learned over iBGP-learned
Lowest IGP path cost to egress router
Lowest router ID of BGP speaker

Table 3-4: Proposed new BGP route selection algorithm

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Criterion
Highest non-zero RCS value, reject RCS value of 0
Highest Local Preference
Lowest AS-PATH length
Lowest origin type
Lowest MED (with same next-hop)
eBGP-learned over iBGP-learned
Lowest IGP path cost to egress router
Lowest router ID of BGP speaker

In order of preference, the proposed algorithm will always prefer routes with X and Y values
which are “Valid”, followed by “Unknown”. It will reject routes with RCS value of 0 as they are
definitely suspicious or incorrect. If two routes have the same non-zero RCS value, then the next
steps in the standard BGP selection algorithm will apply.
In the next section, we present few schemes which can be used to determine X and Y values,
which are needed to determine value of RCS.
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3.5.1 Potential Route Validation Schemes
Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [LEP11b] can be accessed by each AS in the network
to query the validity of a received BGP update message. Upon receipt of a BGP update message,
the AS performs a RPKI database lookup to determine the owner AS for the received prefix. The
result can then be compared with the AS contained in the BGP update message to determine if
there is a match. If the RPKI database is not available, or if the prefix is not listed in the
database, the result for X can be considered as an “Unknown”. If the prefix exists in the database
and a “match” is found, the result can be considered as “Valid”. If the database lookup concludes
that the prefix should have been originated by an AS different from what is received in the
update message, the result can be considered as “Invalid”.
The RPKI can be extended to store information about external peering information for each AS.
The database would also store who the direct peer ASes are for each AS in the network.
Whenever a BGP update message query is made in the RPKI database, the retrieved information
can also provide this topology information. Using this topology information, a feasible path can
be created in each node’s local database for the ASes contained in the BGP update message. In
this context, a feasible path means a topological path between two ASes. Each BGP node can
determine whether the received AS-PATH information matches the feasible path. If feasible path
information is not available, the result for Y can be considered as “Unknown”. If the received
AS-PATH information matches the feasible path, the result for Y can be considered as “Valid”. If
the AS-PATH information does not match the feasible path, the result can be considered
“Invalid”.
Another approach which can be used to validate the origin of the prefix is presented in [GOO03].
In this scheme, a server is dedicated on per AS-level to respond to queries from BGP speakers in
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other ASs. At a high-level, this server is capable of carrying AS specific routing policy
information, BGP community information, local topology information and received/sent routing
updates. The AS server is designated by each AS and is made to be reachable by all other ASs in
the system. Whenever a routing update is received at a BGP node, the node can query the AS
server for the ASs listed in the update message to determine if the AS claiming to be originating
the prefix is in fact authorized to do so. If the AS server is not available, the result for X can be
considered as “Unknown”. If the AS is in fact authorized to announce the prefix, the result can
be considered as “Valid”. If the server query concludes that the prefix should have been
originated by an AS different from what is received in the update message, the result can be
considered as “Invalid”. Since the server is designed to store route updates sent to each
neighboring AS, this information can be used to validate AS-PATH information. When a routing
update is received by a BGP node, the server for each AS listed in the AS-PATH can be
contacted to confirm/deny whether the route update was in fact sent by a BGP speaker in that
particular AS. Again, if the AS server is not available, the result for Y can be considered as
“Unknown”. If each AS server confirms that the route update did in fact traverse its respective
AS, the result can be considered as “Valid”. If any of the AS server responds with negative, the
result can be considered as “Invalid”.
A simpler approach to validate AS-PATH would to infer the feasibility of the AS-PATH based
on a network topology built from received BGP UPDATE messages. In steady state, a BGP node
would have enough route updates accepted to build a topological view of the network and ASPATHs. In this state, if a BGP update is received with an AS-PATH which is not among the
feasible paths in the local topology, the BGP update is not immediately accepted. The concern
with this approach is that it may never accept valid BGP update messages. To address this, the
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BGP node can be configured to start accepting such messages if they are seen on multiple
interfaces.

It is acknowledged that this may not be the most desirable approach in terms of

security strength and/or BGP performance; it is a viable option considering the overhead
associated with other techniques presented in the literature.

3.5.2 An Example Scenario
As discussed earlier, the proposed solution provides security both on the control plane as well as
on the data plane making the route selection process for BGP secure on both levels. We will
demonstrate the process by a small topology example. In our topology, every node presents the
speaker node for every AS. We assume that the security solution is implemented in the network
and all the nodes are in converged state; in the topology, seven ASes are connected with each
other and all are connected to the repository server for the retrieval of information for the
authentication process; the database can be created on the router memory but in this scenario
we’ll take the server case.
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AS3

AS4
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AS7
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Distributed Repository Server

Figure 3-4: Network topology for the example scenario.
Table 3-5: Prefix ownership and direct neighbor relationship information

Node
AS1
AS2
AS3
AS4
AS5
AS6
AS7

AS Prefix
192.168.1.0/24
192.168.2.0/24
192.168.3.0/24
192.168.4.0/24
192.168.5.0/24
192.168.6.0/24
192.168.7.0/24

Neighbors
AS2
AS1, AS3, AS5
AS2, AS4
AS7, AS6, AS3
AS2, AS6
AS4, AS5
AS4

We observe the scenario of AS-PATH manipulation on the route from AS1 to AS4. We are
interested in two attributes carried in the UPDATE message, the AS-PATH and the IP prefix
being announced. Let’s assume that the following AS-PATH and IP Prefix are received by AS2.
AS-PATH: AS1 ► AS2
AS’s IP Prefix: 192.168.2.0/24
An attack is initiated from AS2 who manipulates AS-PATH and forwards the UPDATE message
to AS3 with following contents:
AS-PATH: AS1 ► AS2 ► AS6 ► AS3 ► AS4
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IP Prefix: 192.168.2.0/24
When this UPDATE message reaches AS3, the proposed solution will perform following three
steps:
1. Contact the repository server to retrieve the IP prefix ownership and AS neighbor
relationship information.
2. Compare the information retrieved from the server against the information received in the
UPDATE message.
3. Calculate RCS and then decide to whether accept or drop the UPDATE message.
In this scenario, since the AS Prefix values match, X = 2. However, the AS-PATH contains AS6
which does not match against the neighbor values of AS3 (its neighbors are AS2 and AS4).
Hence, Y = 0. The RCS is determined as the minimum of X and Y.

The proposed enhancement to BGP selection algorithm will force this UPDATE message to be
rightfully dropped.
A similar example can also be created to illustrate how the proposed scheme prevents BGP
UPDATE messages with hijacked IP prefixes can be prevented from traversing the network.

3.6

Impact of Proposed Extensions on IDPF Performance

In this section we aim to study the impact of adopting the proposed extensions on the
performance of the IDPF filters. We repeated the simulation model with an increasing number of
ASes adopting the security measures discussed above. Figure 3-5 shows the success of the
network in preventing IP packets attacks when an increasing number of ASes adopt proposed
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security measures. The simulations were conducted for different ratios of IDPF-enabled ASes
((20%, 60% and 100%). It can be observed that as more ASes adopt the security measures, the
success ratio for the network improves. With 100% IDPF adoption and all ASes adopting
security measures, the performance of the network is the same as in Figure 3-1 (with 100%
IDPF-enabled ASes). This is because when all ASes adopt security measures, then there is no
chance that a bogus BGP UPDATE message will cause creation of incorrect IDPF filters. There
is a strong incentive for ASes to adopt both IDPF filters as well as BGP security mechanisms to
mitigate against IP spoofing attacks.

Figure 3-5: Success in preventing IP attacks with ASes adopting proposed security measures.
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3.7

Conclusion

IDPF was proposed as a solution to mitigate against data-plane attacks. The packet filters are
created based on BGP UPDATE messages as they are received by ASes. In this chapter, we
demonstrated that the performance of IDPF filters suffers heavily when BGP messages are
spoofed. Bogus BGP UPDATE messages will lead to successful data-plane attacks. This analysis
confirmed that securing BGP is not only important from control plane perspective but also from
data plane point of view. As a solution, we propose simple extensions to BGP selection
algorithm. We assume that there exists a separate mechanism to validate the incoming BGP
UPDATE messages. Once the validity of the message has been ascertained, the extensions to
BGP selection algorithm allow BGP to either accept or reject these messages, depending on
whether they are valid or not. If used properly, this will prevent creation of invalid IDPF filters.
We studied the impact of these extensions on IDPF filters in presence of malicious BGP
UPDATE messages and confirmed that we are able to restore the effectiveness of IDPF in
combating data plane attacks in the presence of both control and data plane attacks.
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Chapter 4
Adding Trust to Secure BGP
4.1

Introduction

Validating digital signatures is a computationally expensive operation. Nevertheless, Secure
Border Gateway Protocol (S-BGP) mandates that upon reception of an update, an S-BGP speaker
must verify nested signatures of all ASes in the traversed path; and the router should verify the
Address Attestation to check if the source has the right to announce the address prefix. S-BGP
requires several digital signatures in each UPDATE, and as a result has a high CPU overhead for
verifying UPDATE messages. The computation requirements of the protocol dramatically slow
down the network convergence. We propose a new approach, called Credible BGP (C-BGP), that
reduces the burden of validating the AS-PATH and the address prefix origination. We define a
control layer of trusted ASes that is comprised of major Autonomous Systems (ASes) in the
network. In this environment, a non-trusted AS has to verify only the signatures of intermediate
ASes between itself and the last trusted AS in the AS-PATH. Similarly, the address prefix is
validated only if it was not previously validated by a trusted AS. Using analytical and simulation
studies, we measured performance metrics of the new protocol. We show that even with small
ratio of trusted ASes, C-BGP can significantly reduce the number of verifications required to
validate AS-PATH and IP prefixes.
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4.2

Performance and Operational Issues in S-BGP

Even though S-BGP provides comprehensive security to BGP, there are a number of issues
associated with its deployment. The sheer volume of security related data being and signatures
required makes the validation costly in terms of computational load and protocol data exchange.
Due to “onion-style” validation adopted in S-BGP, the total number of signature verification
grows as BGP UPDATE message traverses AS boundaries.
The excessive computational load has the ability to impact BGP network convergence which can
cause instability and degraded network performance.
Earlier, in the design phases of S-BGP, the BGP traffic analysis yielded that busy hour rate for a
router with 30 peers would be about 5 UPDATE messages per second [KEN03b]. Also, on
average, each UPDATE message would contain about 3.7 Route Attestations (RAs). This
amounted to a total of approximately 18 signature verifications per second.
However, latest data shows that each UPDATE message traverses on average 4 ASes and the
incoming rate may be as high as 300 UPDATE messages per sec in an attack scenario
[HUS09b]. In the worst case scenario whereby a router restarts and is in receipt of such high rate
of UPDATE messages, the router software would need to execute 1200 signature verifications
per second. This would be very challenging to sustain in an attack scenarios without seriously
compromising the normal functionality of the BGP AS.
Furthermore, when an S-BGP UPDATE message is to be forwarded to multiple peers, a different
signature per peer is needed in each UPDATE message. The RA specifies a unique AS number
of the peer to which the UPDATE message is sent. This adds to the computational requirement
of each AS generating the UPDATE message. Initialization/reboot of a BGP router also results
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in a surge in UPDATE processing. From recent research, it is evident that while the “diameter”
of the Internet has mostly remained the same over time, the “density” of interconnections has
increased significantly [HUS09b]. This increase in density can be attributed to both multihoming of subscribers as well as addition of new subscribers. With new subscribers, it implies
that an S-BGP UPDATE message would need to be forwarded to an increasing number of peers
over time. This requirement for a different signature per peer will potentially be difficult to
manage with the current Internet growth pattern.
On a related note, there are processing and memory requirement implications with regards to
transmission of RAs in BGP UPDATE messages. Studies have shown that RAs can increase the
BGP UPDATE message size by as much as 800 percent [KEN03b]. In terms of memory, per
peer requirement to store these RAs is about 30-35MB [KEN03b]. Again, with the increased
density of ASes in the Internet today, this memory requirement may prove to be prohibitive.
In addition, an assumption relating to the environment, in which S-BGP must operate, creates
logistical and operational challenges. The adoption of the protocol requires an upgrade to most of
the Internet routers to enable them to support the computationally expensive protocol operations.

4.2.1 Concept of Trusted and Non-trusted ASes
As discussed earlier (see Section 1.2), there are two major types of ASes in the Internet, namely
the “transit” ASes and the “stub” ASes. A transit AS mostly propagates BGP routes on behalf of
other ASes, while a stub AS either originates or terminates BGP routes. An analogy for transit
ASes would be major air traffic transit hubs like Chicago, New York, London, Toronto, Dubai,
Los Angeles, etc. Similarly stub ASes could be analogous to smaller airports all over the world.
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Like major air traffic hubs, these transit ASes are typically very large entities with strong
financial backing and very strict security requirements as well as SLAs. They also carry a lot
more of the Internet routing as well as data traffic and hence are critical to the operation of the
Internet. If these ASes become compromised in some way or another, there is a very significant
impact on the operation of the Internet. Typically transit ASes have very strict security
operational policies and procedures in place so it is highly unlikely that they would intentionally
participate in an attack on the Internet themselves. Considering their size, security requirements,
self-interest in securing BGP and their financial capacity to undertake software and hardware
upgrades, we treat these transit ASes as “special” ASes. For the rest of this analysis and the
thesis, we call them trusted ASes. We may also use the terms trusted AS and transit AS
interchangeably.
The stub ASes are typically customers of the transit ASes and are typically much smaller in size
and have less security procedures. At the same time, there are many more of them as compared
to transit ASes; 85% of the Internet today consists of stub ASes [HUS11d]. They are also spread
out in many different geopolitical regions throughout the world. As a result of a variety of
incentives (see Section 2.3), stub ASes are also more susceptible to being compromised and can
use BGP to launch attacks against the Internet. However, it is also important to note that these
ASes have far less incentives, and capacity (financial or logistics) and will power to adopt any
security mechanisms for BGP that would put unnecessary stress on them, either in the shape of
new financial requirements or operational procedures. Even if all of them were to agree to adopt
a complex BGP security solution, logistically it would take many years for all stub ASes in the
Internet to adopt and deploy the new standards. Therefore it is important that our security designs
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view these as primary constraints. For the rest of this analysis and the thesis, we call stub ASes
as non-trusted ASes. We may also use the terms non-trusted AS and stub AS interchangeably.

4.2.2 Use of Trusted and Non-trusted ASes in C-BGP
S-BGP mandates that each AS should validate the AS-PATH and address prefix origination of
each UPDATE message. This redundancy can be avoided if an AS can trust the verification done
by previous ASes. For this purpose, we assume that a number of ASes are trusted by the
neighboring ASes. Verification of attestations performed by these trusted ASes are reused by
non-trusted ASes. Therefore, we propose modification to be made to S-BGP in order to include
the following:


A number of ASes are chosen to be trusted by neighboring ASes in the network. The trusted
ASes have master certificates that distinguish them from the rest of the ASes.



When a trusted AS receives an update, it performs verification of the full path and address
prefix as specified by the S-BGP. Then, it signs the full path with its private key.



When a non-trusted AS receives an update it checks only the AS-PATH portion between
itself and the last trusted AS. Address prefix origination is verified only if no trusted AS is in
the path of the update.

These modifications reduce the burden of the processing overhead required by S-BGP. Indeed,
as shown in the next sections, the number of verifications is reduced significantly when a limited
number of trusted ASes are present in the network. A trusted AS could be a major AS in a
country or continental region. It’s more realistic to believe that large ASes have the resources to
acquire expensive hardware that meet the processing requirements of S-BGP. The protocol
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should be flexible enough to allow original and enhanced updates to be carried by the same
message. Indeed, if an AS chooses not to trust any AS in the network, it can implement the
verification of the full path and address prefix.

4.2.3 Digital Signature Operations
When an AS receives a BGP advertisement, it appends the next hop (i.e., the next AS to which it
will re-advertise this prefix) to the AS-PATH and signs the new AS-path along with all previous
route attestations. This provides assurance of the integrity and authenticity of the path. Upon
reception of an S-BGP update, an AS has to verify the AS-PATH and the authenticity of the AS
claiming to originate the address prefix. The number of verification operations required depends
on the number of ASes in the AS-PATH. For each AS in the path, the receiving entity has to
fetch the AS certificate from a local cache, and proceed to the verification of the authenticity of
the AS signature included in the update. In addition, the AS is required to verify the legitimacy
of the address prefix by checking the “right of use” certificate that authorizes the originating AS
to announce the IP address. Processing the additional certificates, and validating their
authenticity, however, would require current-generation routers to devote a significant amount of
horsepower to that task, and would impact their ability to handle traffic.
If the size of the AS-PATH is ps, then ps verifications are required to validate the BGP message.
When an update traverses a path to reach the destination, the network would have performed
number of signature verifications given in (4.1), where k is only an index of summation.
(4.1)
Among the ps verifications performed by an AS, ps-1 verifications are redundant since they have
been already performed by the previous AS in the path. If we assume that a receiving AS trusts
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the immediate previous AS, then it has to verify only the signature of the previous AS to validate
the BGP update message.
In the following example, we describe how the new verification scheme operates. In
Figure 4-1, we assume that ASes 4 and 6 are trusted ASes in the network and AS1 announces an
address prefix A1.

Originating AS
1

2

Trusted AS

Trusted AS
3

4

5

6

7

8

Figure 4-1: An example of BGP UPDATE message validation.

AS2, AS3, AS4 and AS6 will have to verify the full AS-PATH and AS1’s address prefix (A1).
They are required to perform 2, 3, 4 and 6 verifications, respectively. AS 5 has to verify only the
signature of AS4 since AS 4 is trusted by AS5. This reduces the number of verifications
performed by AS5 from 5 to 1. Similarly, AS7 and AS8 have to perform one and two
verifications, respectively. The total number of verifications done by the network along this path
is 19 instead of 35 in the original version of S-BGP.

4.3

Analytical Model

We develop and present an analytical model to analyze the impact of trust on the number of
signature verification operations in the presence of a (random) percentage of trusted ASes in the
network. This analysis is used to compute theoretical approximation of the performance metrics
of the proposed alternative protocol and is important to prove that the proposed protocol
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significantly reduces the computational overhead associated with signature verification
operations in S-BGP. The analytical model is also verified with a self-developed BGP simulator.

4.3.1 AS Topology
We simplify our analysis by modeling each autonomous system as a single node in the topology.
In practice, most ASes encompass dozens or even hundreds of border and internal routers.
In order to make our analysis tractable, we chose to model the topology of the network as a set of
ASes connected to each other with a constant number of links denoted as avgL. We model our
network from the view of the origin of the update O as shown in Figure 4-2. We will use this
topology model as the basis for the development of the analytical model.

Figure 4-2: Network topology from the perspective of the origin of the UPDATE message.

We define

as the set of ASes that are n hops away from the origin of the update and therefore

are required to perform n signature verifications to verify the update. We note that an AS can
belong to one or more sets depending on how it’s connected to the rest of the ASes. For example,
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AS 7 belongs to

and

since it’s connected by a two hop path (O-1-7) and a three hop path

(O-1-5-7).

4.3.2 Average Number of Updates Per AS and IP Prefix
For every received update, an AS processes the update and compares the path length to the path
length stored in the local Routing Information Base (RIB) for that IP prefix. As noted earlier,
AS-path length serves as the only metric for route preference.
Assuming there are no losses in the AS, we can write:
(4.2)
Therefore,
(4.3)
The previous equality can be written as:
(4.4)
For the remaining analysis, we will estimate the average number of outgoing updates. In our
reference network topology (Figure 4-2), we assume that every AS has an average of avgL peers.

AS

Figure 4-3: The nth incoming update generates avgL-1 outgoing updates with probability
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For each incoming update from a peer, the AS generates avgL-1 updates if the received update is
announcing the best route to the source IP prefix. Therefore, the first update generates avgL-1
updates (no update is sent on the link that is learnt on). The second update for the same IP prefix
has 50% probability to be better (shorter) than the previous update, and therefore, will
generate

. Similarly, a subsequent update n will generate avgL-1 with a

probability .
Assuming that an incoming update for an IP prefix is received at most once per link, we find the
average number of outgoing, (and incoming), updates per AS for an IP prefix:
(4.5)
This can be simplified to the equation in (4.6), where k is an index of summation.
(4.6)

4.3.3 Number of ASes That are n Hops Away from Origin
In this section, we estimate the dimension of the set

.

Since the origin is connected to avgL peer ASes, we can write |
For

.

, we have:
(4.7)
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This can be explained by the fact that each AS belonging to the set
update to the remaining

will propagate the

neighbors; however, the update is verified if and

only if it’s carrying a new route or a better route.
Upon receiving an update, an AS either verifies the update because it’s carrying a new route or
best update or drops the update because it’s not carrying a better (shorter) route. Therefore, we
can formalize this obvious observation as:
(4.8)

Furthermore, an AS receiving an update doesn’t verify it if the following two conditions are met:
1. The receiving AS belongs to a set

with index below or equal to (n-1);

2. The received update is not carrying a new or best route.
If both conditions are met, we can state that the receiving AS has already received and processed
an update for that IP prefix.
Furthermore, an AS is belonging to set
in the set

if it has a neighbor (one of avgL-1 neighbors) that is

. Therefore:

(4.9)
Assuming that there is one best update received among avgU updates received by an AS, we can
simply estimate

as:
(4.10)

From the previous equations, we can express

as:
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(4.11)
We note that if

, then,
(4.12)

4.3.4 Average Number of Signature Verifications
In this section, we develop a theoretical formula to calculate the average number of signature
verifications performed by each AS in the presence of a random percentage of trusted ASes in
the network. Recall that in our proposal, a non-trusted AS will verify the path up to the last
trusted AS in the AS-PATH.
We denote the ratio of trusted ASes with variable x.
Once a non-trusted AS NT_ASn receives an update from ASn-1, it does check the signature of ASn1,

and repeats the same verifications performed by ASn-1 in the case the latter is not trusted, which

will occur with a probability (1-x).
Therefore, if NT_SigVn denotes the number of verifications performed by non-trusted AS
NT_ASn, we can write the following relationship between the average number of signature
verifications performed by NT_ASn and ASn-1:
(4.13)
with
is an arithmetic-geometric sequence that the general term can be expressed as:
(4.14)
By simplifying the term

, we find:
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(4.15)
On the other hand, a trusted AS T_ASn performs the full path verification, resulting in n signature
verifications. Hence, we can write the number of signature verifications performed by trusted
ASes as:
(4.16)
Since the network has x trusted ASes and (1-x) non-trusted ASes, we can write the number of
signature verifications performed by an AS at distance n of the origin as:
(4.17)
This can be simplified as:
(4.18)

Therefore, the average number of signature verifications performed by each AS per IP prefix is:
(4.19)

With

is the number of ASes that receives the update with an AS-PATH length equal to k.

These factors are estimated in the previous section.
Assuming that each AS advertises one IP prefix, we can write the general formula for the
average signature verifications performed by each AS in the presence of a percentage x of
trusted ASes:
(4.20)
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4.3.5 Average Number of IP Prefix Validations
In C-BGP, a non-trusted AS performs an IP prefix validation if there is no trusted AS in the ASPATH. Therefore, the number of IP prefix validations performed by a non-trusted AS NT_ASn
can be expressed as:
(4.21)
Similarly, a trusted AS always verifies the IP prefix. Therefore, we can write the number of IP
prefix validations performed by trusted ASes as:
(4.22)
Therefore, the number of IP prefix verifications performed by an AS far by n hops from the
source of the update can be expressed as:
(4.23)
(4.24)

The average numbers of IP prefix validations performed by each AS in the presence of a
percentage x of trusted ASes can be calculated as:
(4.25)

4.3.6 Average Number of Public Keys Required
In our model, each AS is required to store the certificates/public keys of its neighbors and the
public keys of second level neighbors if the first level neighbor that connects it to the second
level neighbor is not trusted and so on.
Therefore, we can write:
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Assuming that there are z levels that constitute the network, the expression can be written as:
(4.26)
And then the expression can be simplified to:

(4.27)
Knowing that avgKeys=N for x=0, we can calculate the number of levels z from the formula:
(4.28)
Therefore,

(4.29)
For N=2000, the value of z is: 6.7.

4.4

BGP Simulator

We developed a discrete event simulation model which can simulate propagation of BGP
UPDATE messages and produce metrics results which can be compared with the analytical
model above. In terms of requirements, we wanted the simulation model to accomplish the
following goals:
1. Simulation package must produce results which are statistically similar to already published
results by independent authors who have contributed in the field of BGP security. This goal
formed the bedrock of the simulation analysis.
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2. The simulation must focus exclusively on EBGP UPDATE messages and not have IBGP
UPDATE messages influence the propagation of EBGP UPDATE messages.
3. It must model each AS as a node in the system.
4. It must allow for a random topology with the option of the user to specify average degree of
connectivity for each AS.
5. It must allow us to calculate metrics while processing BGP UPDATE messages.
6. It must allow for different models for propagation of BGP UPDATE messages in the
network. The modeling of propagation of BGP UPDATE messages is important as it has
direct impact on the number of signature verifications performed by the overall network. For
example, if the simulation model applies sequential processing of updates, the resulting
UPDATE messages will result in shortest paths. On the other hand, random propagation of
UPDATE messages will result in a more realistic scenario.
7. It must model propagation of a BGP UPDATE from an AS who hijacks an IP prefix. It must
also calculate the “damage” caused by such an UPDATE. This is defined as the the ratio of
ASes that get their RIB polluted by the malicious BGP UPDATE message.
8.

It must also model sending packets destined to the hijacked IP prefix and then determine the
ratio of ASes that get their traffic redirected towards the malicious AS, which measures the
success of the attack.

To help expedite research and to have trustable results, we did consider using existing BGP
simulation packages. However, we did not find sufficient flexibility in the packages to
accommodate several changes that were required to meet the goals. It was therefore decided that
a new simulator be designed and implemented. In order to gain trust in the system, it was
paramount to achieve goal number 1 as first priority of the simulation system.
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The design philosophy behind the new simulation package was to keep it simple, modular,
scalable and easily extendible. The core modules of the simulator are as follows:


Topology management module



Update table and RIB table



Network-wide UPDATE message propagation module



Signature validation and metrics management module



Path selection algorithm



Generation of spoofed UPDATE messages

Each of these modules is independent and can easily be enhanced or replaced by different
implementations on as needed basis. We present the details of each module next. We will then
also present and discuss a flow-chart figure of the simulation package.

4.4.1 Topology Management Module
This module is responsible for generation of the AS topology to be used by the simulation
system. It creates a topology with the user specified number of ASes. In terms of
interconnections between the ASes, the module allows for two modes, random topology mode
and a pre-defined topology mode. In random topology mode, the module creates user specified
number of connections/degrees, d, between each AS. It uses a uniform distribution to select ASes
(with less than d connections each) that can be connected to each other. The module stops once
each AS is connected with d other ASes. The random mode is useful for comparison with the
analytical model presented in this thesis. In pre-defined topology mode, the module imports a
text file with a table with predefined connectivity between ASes. This file can be created offline
with a predefined AS relationship. The pre-defined topology mode is useful for simulating
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Internet topology as well as to compare with existing research results in the area of BGP
security.

4.4.2 Update Table and RIB Table
The Update table is a global entity and it maintains a static snapshot of all the BGP UPDATE
“messages” that are needed to be processed by the ASes in the system. Each of the UPDATE
“messages” carries the following information:


The IP prefix being announced.



Sender AS of the UPDATE message,



Intended recipient AS of the UPDATE, and



AS-PATH (i.e. ASes traversed by the update).

In our model, each AS only advertises a single IP prefix to the rest of the network. When the
simulation system starts up, each AS announces its prefix to its directly connected peers by
adding UPDATE “messages” to the Update Table, one for each peer. Similarly, when an AS
processes an UPDATE message and needs to forward the message to its peers, it adds the update
version of the UPDATE “message” to the Update Table. The simulation terminates when the
UPDATE table processing is completed.
The RIB table is maintained on a per AS basis and is used to maintain the best route from each
AS to all other ASes in the network. The RIB table gets populated as UPDATE messages are
processed. If the incoming UPDATE message contains a better route (we discuss path selection
algorithm later) than the locally stored route in the RIB, RIB is updated with the route in the
incoming UPDATE message. Else, the incoming message is discarded. It is also discarded if the
signature verification fails.
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4.4.3 Network-wide UPDATE Message Propagation Module
If the RIB is updated with the route in the incoming UPDATE message, the new route needs to
be propagated to the directly connected peers. This is achieved by adding an UPDATE message
to the UPDATE Table. It is very important to model the nature of the timing involved in the
propagation of the UPDATE message. Consider a simple example in Figure 4-4 below.

B
A

C

D

Figure 4-4: An example of topology to model propagation of BGP messages.

There are two routes to go from A to D, namely ACD and ABCD. The selection algorithm is
based on shortest path. In this case, route ACD is better than ABCD. Since this is discrete event
simulation, the simulator must choose and process signature verifications for either route AC
first or route ABC first. If the simulator is designed in such a way that it always processes route
ABC first versus AC, then AS D will need to receive and process both routes ABCD and ACD.
This will require more signature verifications. On the other hand, if the simulator always chooses
route AC first, then AS D will only receive route ACD and there will be fewer signature
verifications needed. Without prior knowledge of the entire routing table, it is not possible to
capture the propagation of route UPDATES.
In our model, we solve this problem by applying uniform distribution to randomly select which
UPDATE to process from the UPDATE table. This ensures that the AS graph is not traversed in
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a predetermined fashion. In the example above, route AC may be processed ahead of route AB
or route BC may get processed ahead of route AC, etc.

4.4.4 Signature Validation and Metrics Management
In each UPDATE message in the Update Table, the simulator stores the number of signatures
that need to be verified by the AS receiving this UPDATE. When the UPDATE message is
added to the Update table, this count is set to 2, one for the IP prefix validation and another one
for AS signature. As each AS propagates this UPDATE message, this count gets incremented.
The exact algorithm depends on whether there is any trusted AS in the AS-PATH or not. For
each UPDATE message, following metrics are computed:


Number of IP prefix validations conducted so far.



Number of AS-PATH verifications.



Number of keys needed.

4.4.5 Path Selection Algorithm
The route selection algorithm is based on shortest AS-path and only the best route is propagated
by each AS in the network. The decision to use shortest AS-path algorithm is justified by the fact
that there is no comprehensive database that gives a complete view of the local preferences of
each AS. It's hard if not impossible to learn all the local policies of autonomous systems on the
Internet because local policies are kept confidential as they reflect commercial relationships
between service providers and their customers.
The choice of shortest AS-path is also consistent with several existing studies about BGP
security and simulation models. It is important to highlight that the analysis does not assume any
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AS-PATH prepending or other similar techniques employed sometimes by AS administrators to
influence the route selection algorithm. For the purposes of our analysis, the technique of AS
prepending does not influence the metrics as the signature verification is still only performed
once for each AS in the AS-PATH.

4.4.6 Generation of Spoofed UPDATE Messages
Spoofing of UPDATE messages is achieved by changing the source AS for a randomly selected
UPDATE message to a value different from the true origin AS. This introduces the concept of
prefix hijacking in the system. When an UPDATE with a spoofed IP address is processed in step
5 above, it is discarded as it fails valid signature check. However, if this malicious UPDATE is
being received from a trusted AS (e.g. a trusted AS has been compromised), the UPDATE will
be accepted and the attack considered as successful. There will be calculations performed to
determine the “damage” done by this spoofed UPDATE.
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4.4.7 Flowchart for the Simulation Model for BGP Route
Distribution

Figure 4-5 depicts the flowchart diagram for the simulation model. The sequence is as follows:

1. The topology module is initialized as per user requirements and the desired topology is
created in the database.
2. The list of ASes considered as “trusted” is also generated.
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3. Each AS generates an UPDATE message based on the IP prefix address it wishes to
announce and adds the message as an announcement in the Update Table for each of its
peers.

At this point, the Update Table is populated with, on average, d UPDATE

messages for each AS in the topology. Also, RIB is initialized with no route information
at startup.
4. When/if the Update table is empty, the simulation quits.
5. As long as Update Table is not empty, the network-wide update propagation mechanism
kicks in and randomly selects an UPDATE message from the Update Table to process.
6. The signatures embedded in the UPDATE message are verified.

In the case of a

malicious UPDATE (in the case of an attack), this verification will fail and the UPDATE
is dropped.
7. If the signatures are valid, the UPDATE is processed and the desired metrics updated
accordingly.
8. The selection algorithm kicks in and determines whether the UPDATE message contains
a route that is better than the existing route in the RIB. In case, the route in the UPDATE
message is longer than the route in RIB, the UPDATE message is discarded.
9. If the route in the UPDATE message is better than the route in RIB, RIB is updated with
the new route.
10. Since there has been a change in the route to the destination, the new route must be
advertised to the neighbors. This is accomplished by adding a new UPDATE for each
peer to the Update Table. The simulation continues back at 3.
The route distribution ends when the network reaches the steady state, that is, each AS has learnt
the best route to reach every other AS in the network.
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Figure 4-5: Simulation flowchart.

4.5

Simulation Results

In this section, we present data collected from the simulation model as well as from the
analytical model.
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4.5.1 AS-PATH Verifications
In Figure 4-6, results demonstrate that on average 20% of trusted ASes in the network can reduce
the number of AS-PATH signature verifications by approximately 33%. In the experimental
results, average number of signature verifications is approximately 18,000 with 0 trusted ASes.
This number decreases to approximately 12,000 when 20% of the ASes are made trusted. Both
the analytical and simulation graphs follow the same pattern which serves as a strong validation
of the analytical model developed earlier. It is interesting to note that beyond a certain ratio value
(~35%), the average number of signature verifications starts to increase again. This phenomenon
can be explained by the fact that as more trusted ASes are introduced in the network, the number
of full signature verifications increases. Basically, the average number of signature verifications
is the same at ratio values of 0% and 100%, as in both cases all ASes participate in full ASPATH verifications.
Although both analytical and experimental results follow the same pattern and are relatively in
agreement with each other, there are more signature verifications done in analytical model as
compared to simulation model. This is because in analytical model, calculation of average
number of updates, avgU, assumes that the update for the same prefix is received from all
interfaces and neighbors. In simulation, the updates are only accepted from < avgL neighbors.
This overestimation of avgU results in difference between analytical and simulation results.
In Figure 4-7, we display average number of AS-PATH signature verifications required by the
non-trusted ASes in the network. As predicted, this number drops significantly as the number of
trusted ASes is increased in the network. If we consider the case of 20% of the ASes being
trusted, the average number of signature verifications required by non-trusted ASes drops from
approximately 18,000 to 10,500, which is a 42% reduction in number of verifications. These
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results are very encouraging for the proposed scheme and are attractive for many small ASes
who may not be willing or capable to perform full signature verifications.

Figure 4-6: Average number of AS path verifications performed by proposed scheme.

Figure 4-7: Average number of AS path verifications performed by non-trusted ASes.
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4.5.2 IP Prefix Validations
As shown in Figure 4-8, the average number of IP prefix validations is reduced by approximately
60% when 20% of the ASes are trusted. This can be explained by the fact that only trusted ASes
in the AS-PATH are required to perform IP prefix verifications. All non-trusted ASes in the path
are not required to perform IP prefix validation. Also, when the number of trusted ASes is
increased beyond approximately 30%, the number of IP prefix validations starts to increase. This
is because the increased number of trusted ASes means more IP prefix validations in the
network. Also, the results from analytical model and experimental model are in close agreement
with each other.

Figure 4-8: Average Number of IP prefix verifications performed by all ASes.

As expected, the average number of IP prefix validations performed by non-trusted ASes reduces
dramatically as more trusted ASes are introduced in the network. With approximately 60% of the
ASes in the network being trusted, there are virtually no IP prefix validations being performed in
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the network by non-trusted AS. It also means that with 60% of ASes trusted, almost every ASPATH has at least one trusted AS in it who is performing the IP prefix validation for this ASPATH.

Figure 4-9: Average Number of IP Prefix Validations by non-trusted ASes.

4.5.3 Average Number of Public Keys
Using the proposed scheme, the average number of public keys required to be known by each AS
is reduced significantly. As shown in Figure 4-10, the average number of public keys is reduced
by approximately 60% when 20% of the ASes are trusted. With less average number of public
keys required by the system, it alleviates the key storage, key management and memory
requirements on individual ASes. Again, when the number of trusted ASes is increased beyond
approximately 30%, the number of public keys needed starts to increase. This is because the
increased number of trusted ASes means more keys needed to perform validations in the
network. Again, both theoretical and experimental results are in close agreement with each other.
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Figure 4-10: Average Number of Public Keys required in the system.

As expected, the average number of public keys needed by non-trusted ASes reduces
dramatically as more trusted ASes are introduced in the network. From Figure 4-11, it is evident
that with approximately 60% of the ASes in the network being trusted, each non-trusted AS
needs to know of very few public keys.

Figure 4-11: Average number of public keys required by non-trusted ASes.
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4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented an evaluation of a new BGP update validation scheme that reduces
the processing load of the routers deploying S-BGP like protocol. We developed and presented
an original analytical model to analyze the impact of trust on the number of signature verification
operations in the presence of a (random) percentage of trusted ASes in the network. The model
was used to determine number of signature verifications, number of IP prefix validations and
average number of public keys required in the BGP network. We verified results produced from
the analytical model closely match those produced by running simulations on a self-developed
simulator. The study showed that when 20% of trusted ASes are present in the network, the
number of AS-PATH verifications is reduced by almost 33%, and the average number of IP
prefix validations is reduced by 60%. For the same percentage of trusted ASes, the average
number of public keys is also reduced by 60%.
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Chapter 5
Security Analysis of C-BGP
5.1

Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 4, C-BGP defines a layer of ASes that are chosen to be globally trusted
by all other ASes in the network. The trusted ASes have master certificates that distinguish them
from the rest of the ASes. When a trusted AS receives an update, it performs full verification of
the path and address prefix as specified by S-BGP. Then, it signs the full path with its private
key. When a non-trusted AS receives an update it checks only the AS-PATH portion between
itself and the last trusted AS.
These modifications reduce the burden of the processing overhead required by S-BGP. As
discussed in Chapter 4, there are significant savings in terms of number of signature verifications
as they are reduced significantly when a limited number of trusted ASes are present in the
network. This scheme works very well as long as the trusted ASes are indeed always
trustworthy. Due to the security risks and economic benefits involved, the notion of trusted
ASes may not be readily accepted by other ASes in the Internet. This is because from an
operational point of view, there is no way to guarantee that a trusted AS itself cannot be
malicious or compromised. However, if security impact of a malicious trusted AS can be
studied, then there is objective data to assist in decision making of the various ASes. In this
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chapter, we aim to study the security impacts of a malicious trusted AS and answer the following
questions:
1. On average, how much control plane damage can be caused if one of the trusted ASes in the
network becomes malicious? This can be expressed as the ratio of ASes which get their
RIBs polluted by the malicious BGP announcement, as compared to rest of the network.
2. On average, how much data plane damage can be caused if one of the trusted ASes in the
network becomes malicious? This can be expressed as the ratio of ASes that get their traffic
redirected towards the malicious AS.
3. Is there a minimum percentage ratio of ASes which can be made trusted and network
relatively immune to an attack by a malicious trusted AS? At this ratio value of trusted ASes,
what is the percentage savings in terms of number of signature verifications as compared to a
network where all nodes perform IP address check as well as full path verifications.
4. How sensitive is the damage to the number of trusted ASes becoming malicious? For
example, how does the security degrade when more than one trusted AS in the network
become malicious?
For the above analysis, we assume following scenario: A trusted AS gets compromised by an
attacker who converts it into a malicious AS by advertising an IP prefix that belongs to a
different AS, denoted as the victim AS. We develop an original analytical model to measure two
metrics: 1) the ratio of ASes which get their RIB polluted by the malicious BGP announcement
and, 2) the ratio of ASes that get their traffic redirected towards the malicious AS, which
measures the success of the attack. We also enhance the simulation model to conduct an analysis
on our topology and provide experimental results. We also provide a commentary on the
similarities and differences between the results from analytical model and the simulation model.
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Recall that in C-BGP protocol, a trusted AS will perform full verification of the BGP UPDATE
message and therefore will be able to detect any spoofed UPDATE messages. Therefore, success
of IP prefix hijacking attacks depends on the ratio of trusted ASes versus non-trusted ASes in the
network.

5.2

Control-plane “Damage” Performed by a Malicious
AS

We define control plane damage in terms of ratio of ASes who get their RIB databases corrupted
by malicious BGP announcements. In this section, we present the analytical model for this ratio.
We shall present analysis for data plane damage in Section 5.3.

5.2.1 Analytical Model
Let’s use m to denote a malicious AS who hijacks an IP prefix of a victim AS v and advertises it
to the rest of ASes in the network.
We define

We also define

as follows:

as the average ratio of ASes with corrupted RIBs after a malicious

(trusted) AS m hijacks the IP prefixes of all the other ASes in the network. N denotes the total
number of ASes in the network.
(5.1)
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In order to estimate the value of

, we calculate the number of ASes that receive UPDATE

messages containing the hijacked IP prefix being advertised by the malicious AS.

This

UPDATE message must not have any trusted AS in the AS-PATH, else the UPDATE message
would be dropped by the trusted AS in the AS-PATH. This quantity,

, is similar to the

average number of keys calculated earlier (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.6). It can be written as:

(5.2)
We used the coefficient to take into consideration the probability that the hijacked IP prefix
UPDATE succeeds only 50% of the time. Recall that if the AS-PATH from AS v to AS a is
shorter than the AS-PATH from AS m to AS a, then AS a will not populate its RIB with the
UPDATE message being received from AS m. In a perfectly random distribution of connectivity
between ASes and random locations of ASes m, v and a, there is an equal probability that ASPATH from AS v to AS a is shorter or longer than the AS-PATH from AS m to AS a.
For the remaining analyses, denotes the average ratio of ASes with a polluted RIB.

5.2.2 Simulation Model and Results for Control-plane Damage
We extended our simulation model to incorporate flooding of spoofed UPDATE messages via a
randomly selected malicious AS. Figure 5-1 depicts the flowchart diagram for spoofed
UPDATEs and calculations pertaining to resulting damage (in terms of ASes with polluted RIBs)
from the spoofed UPDATES. The sequence is as follows:
1. We let the simulation execute and the entire routing table reach steady state.
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2. A trusted AS is randomly selected as compromised and becomes malicious. We use
uniform distribution model so that each AS has equal probability of being selected
malicious.
3. The AS hijacks a random IP prefix belonging to some other AS and starts advertising it in
the network as if it owns it.
4. The IP prefix is propagated in the network and each AS uses the Path Selection
Algorithm to accept or reject the spoofed UPDATE message.
5. For each AS, we inspect its RIB to determine whether or not it accepted the spoofed
UPDATE.
6. The ratio of ASes which accepted the spoofed UPDATE is calculated.
Steps 1-6 above are repeated for all trusted ASes, and the ratio in step 6 is averaged over the total
number of trusted ASes in the network.
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Figure 5-1: Simulation flowchart diagram for spoofed update messages.

Using the simulation model, we obtain results for both analytical model as well as the
experimental models and we capture them in Figure 5-2. The analysis in Figure 5-2 assumes that
there is only one malicious AS in the system.
discussed next.
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There are several observations which are

Figure 5-2: Ratio of ASes whose RIBs get polluted as a result of spoofed update messages.

As expected, the ratio of ASes with polluted RIBs declines as the number of trusted ASes is
increased in the system. This is because the increased number of trusted ASes is able to detect
the spoofed UPDATE messages and prevent them from traversing the network any further.
1. Note that with a very small number of trusted ASes, the ratio of ASes with polluted RIBs is
~50%. This is due to the fact (which was discussed earlier) that in a perfectly random
topology and choice of ASes m, v and a, AS a has a 50% chance of being closer to AS v
versus malicious AS m. Therefore, on average 50% of the ASes will end up with their RIBs
polluted if there are no trusted ASes to verify signatures of spoofed BGP UPDATE
messages.
2. As expected, when all the ASes in the network are trusted (100% ratio of trusted ASes), there
are no ASes with polluted RIBs. However, it is very interesting to note that even if 60% of
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the ASes in the network become trusted, the number of ASes with polluted RIBs is
approaching 0. This is encouraging as it indicates that within the given topology and 60% of
the ASes being trusted, the system is almost completely immune to IP prefix hijacking
attacks from a malicious trusted AS in the network.

Figure 5-3: Ratio of damage as well as savings in signature verifications with trusted ASes.

3. We present both the savings and damage, in terms of number of signature verifications and
the ratio of polluted ASes, respectively, in Figure 5-3. It is very interesting to note that the
savings increase as the number of trusted ASes is increased in the system. However, the
savings peak when the ratio of trusted ASes is approximately 35%. Beyond this ratio, the
savings actually start to decline. This is an interesting phenomenon and is caused by the fact
that as more ASes are made trusted in the network, more ASes end up performing signature
verifications of the full AS-PATH, thereby more signature verifications. The benefit of non-
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trusted ASes performing signature verification only up-to the last trusted AS in the ASPATH start to decline once more than 35% of the ASes are made trusted in the network.
4. We observe that even though the savings peak when ratio of trusted ASes is 35%, there is
still significant damage (approximately 10%) which can be performed by a malicious trusted
AS. However, this damage declines to less than 1% when approximately 60% of the ASes
are deployed as trusted. With 60% of the ASes as trusted, there is approximately 31%
savings in terms of number of signature verifications. Also, the system is almost immune to
IP prefix hijacking attacks (less than 1% damage) from a malicious trusted AS in the network
5. There is a close agreement between the results from the analytical model and the
experimental model. We did investigate the small discrepancy between the two results and
could attribute it to the fact that some ASes will always choose the malicious AS in some of
their routes as the malicious AS happens to be in legitimate topological AS-PATH between
the source AS and the destination AS.

5.3

Data-plane “Damage” Performed by a Malicious AS

In this section, we present an analytical formulation of the data plane “damage” performed by a
malicious AS. As stated earlier, a malicious AS hijacks an IP prefix belonging to a legitimate AS
v by announcing AS v’s IP prefix to the rest of the network via spoofed UPDATE messages. This
causes RIB pollution in certain number of the ASes. We now study the impact of this malicious
activity on the data traffic being sent in the network. If an AS a sends a data packet to AS v and
this data packet ends up reaching malicious AS m instead, we consider this to be a successful
attack.
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Intuitively, one would think that the success of the data packet attack will be directly correlated
to the ratio of ASes with corrupted RIBs. This is because the decision to forward traffic is based
on the information stored in the RIB. We aim to study and prove this correlation via an original
analytical model.

5.3.1 Analytical Model
We define damage D as the ratio of ASes whose traffic ends up in the malicious ASes instead of
the true owner ASes of the IP prefixes. We model the path taken by a data packet that travels
from a AS s to the destination (v or m) using the Markov chain depicted in Figure 5-4.

1-c

c
c

NP

P
1-c

Figure 5-4: Path traversal of a data packet.

In Figure 5-4, state NP denotes a normal (or non-polluted) AS, whereas state P denotes a
corrupted (polluted) AS. Once the data packet reaches a normal AS (state NP), there is a
probability c that it will traverse a polluted AS (state P) next, and probability 1-c that it will
traverse another NP AS next. Similarly, once the packet reaches a polluted AS (state P), there is
a probability 1-c that it will traverse another polluted AS (state P) next, and probability c that it
will traverse a NP AS next.
In order for the data packet to end up in the malicious AS m, instead of the true owner AS of the
IP prefix, AS v, the data packet must be in state P, just before it reaches AS m. This is because if
the data traffic is in state NP, then it will be directed towards AS v (righteous destination),
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instead and will not reach AS m. We can approximate damage, D, with the probability that the
RIB of the last AS in the path (of length d) of the packet is polluted, and therefore will forward
the packet to the malicious AS m. In reality, some data packets will traverse through AS m (and
get counted towards damage), because AS m happens to be in legitimate topological AS-PATH
between the source AS and the victim AS v.
(5.3)

The marginal distribution

can be written using the initial distribution as follows:
(5.4)

In Equation 5.4, S is the state space of the Markov chain,

is the probability of going from

state r to state P in d-1 transitions.
The n-step transition probabilities satisfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (5.5), that for any k
such that 0 < k < n,
(5.5)

Therefore, we can calculate the n-step transition probabilities as follows:
(5.6)
By using the Chapman–Kolmogorov equation, we get:
(5.7)
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Therefore,
(5.8)

Hence, we can calculate the

as:
(5.9)
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)

Hence,
(5.13)

As expected, the damage caused by a malicious AS is equal to the ratio of ASes with polluted
RIBs due to IP prefix hijacking.

5.3.2 Simulation Model and Results
Figure 5-5 depicts the flowchart diagram for spoofed UPDATE messages and calculations

pertaining to resulting damage in terms of attracting data traffic originally intended for rightful
owner of the IP prefix. The sequence is as follows:
1. Once the entire routing table has reached steady state, a trusted AS is randomly selected
as compromised and becomes malicious.
2. The AS hijacks a random IP prefix belonging to some other AS and starts advertising it in
the network as if it owns it.
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3. The IP prefix is propagated in the network and each AS uses the Path Selection
Algorithm to accept or reject the spoofed UPDATE message.
4. From all other ASes in the network, we send data traffic to the hijacked IP prefix.
5. We inspect the compromised AS and determine the ratio of traffic it attracted. It is
important to note that few ASes will forward the traffic to the compromised AS, not
because of corrupt RIB, but because the compromised AS may already happen to be in
the correct AS-Path.
Steps 1-5 above are repeated for all trusted ASes, and the ratio in step 6 is averaged over the total
number of trusted ASes in the network.
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Figure 5-5: Flowchart diagram for spoofed UPDATE messages and damage calculation.

Using the simulation model, we obtain results for both analytical model as well as the
experimental models and we capture them in Figure 5-6. Once again, the analysis in Figure 5-6
assumes that there is only one malicious AS in the system.
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Figure 5-6: Ratio of damage in data-plane as a result of spoofed update messages.

As expected, the results for data plane damage ratio are very similar to the results for the ratio of
ASes with polluted RIBs. This is because the decision to forward data traffic is based on the
information stored in the RIB. There is reasonably close agreement between the results from the
analytical model and the experimental model. In general, the damage is higher in simulation
results as compared to results from analytical model. In the simulation model, all the traffic
arriving at the malicious node is counted as damage. Some of this traffic may be legitimate
traffic as the malicious AS may legitimately be present in the AS-PATH for many BGP
UPDATE messages.

This traffic, although legitimate, is counted as damage in the simulation

model, since it is traversing or terminating on the malicious AS.

5.4

Damage Due to Multiple Malicious ASes

In our analysis so far, we have only studied damage caused by a single malicious AS in the
system. In this section, we study damage impact due to simultaneous corruption of multiple
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trusted ASes in the network. For example, how does the security of the system degrade when
more than 1 trusted AS in the network become malicious? Although highly unlikely due to the
fact that trusted ASes would be carefully chosen and would have tight security procedures in
place, it can happen in the case of a coordinated attack on multiple ASes.
For this analysis, we select a certain ratio of trusted ASes in the network, and study the impact
on the ratio of RIB pollution if we gradually increase the number of trusted ASes participating in
IP prefix hijacking. The assumptions made for the behavior of malicious ASes is as follows:
 Multiple ASes advertise the same IP prefix to make the network think that they
individually own this prefix.
 When a malicious AS receives an UPDATE message containing an IP prefix that is being
advertised by any of the other malicious ASes, the UPDATE message is accepted and
forwarded to rest of the network.
 When a malicious AS receives an UPDATE message containing an IP prefix that is being
advertised by the rightful owner of the IP prefix, the UPDATE message is rejected and
dropped. The malicious ASes do not let the “correct” UPDATE message propagate beyond
them.
We enhance the simulation model to incorporate the behavior above and document the results in
Figure 5-7. We assume the number of colluding malicious trusted ASes varies from 1 to 5 and
we repeated the experiment with ratio of trusted ASes set at 20%, 40% and 60%. From the
results, it is obvious that as we increase the number of colluding trusted ASes, there is very
significant damage happening in the network. It is interesting to note that with a higher overall
ratio of trusted ASes in the network, the impact of colluding ASes is smaller. Considering the
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cases of 5 colluding ASes and comparing the damage with 20% overall trusted ASes and 60%
overall trusted ASes, the damage drops from approximately 68% to 19%. This is not unexpected
as with a higher ratio of trusted ASes, the impact of colluding ASes is more localized and
contained. Even though a damage of 19% at 60% trust ratio is very high and potentially
unacceptable, we believe that the case of 5 trusted ASes becoming malicious and colluding to
attack the network is an extreme and highly unlikely case.

Figure 5-7: Damage due to colluding malicious trusted ASes.

5.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed control plane and data plane security aspects of proposed C-BGP.
We developed analytical models to seek the extent of control plane and data plane damages
when one of the trusted ASes becomes malicious. We also enhanced our simulation model to
incorporate control plane and data plane damage analysis and compared results. We determined
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that there is a significant incentive to deploy 60% of the ASes as trusted considering the results
indicating that there is 31% savings in terms of number of signature verifications and the system
is almost immune to IP prefix hijacking attacks (less than 1% damage) from a malicious trusted
AS in the network. We also studied damage in data plane and confirmed that it is very similar to
the damage caused in control plane. We also considered the impact of multiple trusted ASes
colluding to launch an IP prefix hijacking attack and saw the network performance (in terms of
ability to limit damage) degrade significantly. This is not unexpected, as C-BGP builds on top of
concept of trust.
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Chapter 6
A Hybrid Cryptosystem to Secure BGP
6.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we present a hybrid cryptosystem to expedite repeated and frequently occurring
signature verifications happening in the proposed C-BGP architecture. The following factors
motivate the need for such hybrid cryptosystem.


We recognize that it may not be possible for all the ASes in the Internet to migrate to a
system where all ASes are performing signature verifications, as this would most likely
require a hardware upgrade in almost all location. It would be more practical to minimize the
impact on smaller ASes by deferring signature verification operations to major ASes only in
the network.



For smaller ASes, it may be low enough risk to accept BGP UPDATE messages without realtime verifications of the signatures. As long as the signatures are verified in due time, any
impact to network performance during this time may be considered acceptable. It is not
unreasonable to think that initial deployments may rely on signature verifications between
major ASes only.
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Recall that signature verifications on an asymmetric-key based system is a slow process (see
Section 2.4.1).

Hence, the time taken for overall network convergence may not be

acceptable. To bring the overall network convergence time down, a system consisting of both
asymmetric and symmetric verifications can be considered.

6.2

Hybrid Approach

In this section, we briefly present the architecture of a new extension to C-BGP that is
distinguished by three aspects, which we believe, are unique and offer a pragmatic compromise
in terms of low overall computational overhead and an acceptable level of security as compared
to existing BGP. These include:


Concept of trusted AS in the network



Use of hybrid cryptosystem in the network to expedite repeated and frequently occurring
signature verifications.



Concept of delayed or deferred verification of the UPDATE messages.

We note that a symmetric approach to secure BGP has been proposed in [BEZ11]. The authors
used the Square Grid scheme to reduce the number of symmetric keys required to exchange the
route updates. However, the solution proposed requires each intermediate AS to insert a digital
signature of the update using the shared key with every AS that might receive the update. We
believe that this model has limitations in that the signing AS cannot predict the AS-PATH.

6.2.1 Hybrid Cryptosystem Approach
The new extension of C-BGP uses a hybrid cryptosystem and the concept of trusted ASes in the
network to achieve an acceptable level of security and improved computational performance as
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compared to S-BGP. In this hybrid cryptosystem model, both asymmetric and symmetric
cryptography are employed to accomplish different tasks in the network. We call this model
Hybrid Credible BGP (HC-BGP). Recall that asymmetric key algorithms are typically hundreds
to thousands times slower than symmetric key algorithms [NAR08]. Therefore, we propose that
the asymmetric key cryptosystem be deployed to communicate with trusted ASes; and the
symmetric key cryptosystem approach be used to communicate between non-trusted ASes and
their trusted AS neighbors. We assume that an AS, t, is a trusted neighbor of an AS, n, if and
only if there exists a path, p, between the AS, n, and the trusted AS, t, where there is no other
trusted AS in path p. Each non-trusted AS shares its symmetric private key with all of its
neighboring trusted ASes. This key is not propagated beyond the first set of neighboring trusted
ASes. The shared symmetric key can be exchanged offline, or using a secure communication
protocol that uses the public keys of the trusted ASes. It is assumed that there exists a
mechanism for each non-trusted AS to securely reach neighboring trusted ASes in the network.

6.2.2 Real Time and Delayed Verifications
Each non-trusted AS can operate in one of two modes: “Real-time Validation (RV)” mode or
“Deferred Validation (DV)” mode. It is up to the network operator to configure the mode of
operation. In RV mode, upon reception of an update, the non-trusted AS immediately requests a
validation of the non-trusted portion of the AS-PATH from one of its neighboring trusted ASes.
The trusted AS processes the UPDATE message and sends VALID/INVALID message to the
requesting AS. In DV mode, the AS waits until the update is received by a trusted AS in the
downstream path. The trusted AS confirms/denies the validity of the update to the non-trusted
AS. If the update reaches the last AS in the path without reaching a trusted AS in the path, the
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last AS sends a request to neighboring trusted ASes to validate the non-trusted portions of the
AS-PATH.
For this purpose two messages are introduced by BGP. The first message type, called
“Validation Query (VQ) Message”, is used by non-trusted ASes to query trusted ASes for
validity of the message. Another message type, “Validation Response (VR) Message” is
introduced to communicate the validity of the UPDATE message from the trusted ASes to the
non-trusted ASes.

6.2.3 Detailed Description
The mode of operation of the protocol depends on the type of the AS (trusted/non-trusted) and
the verification mode of the non-trusted ASes. Figure 6-1 depicts the messages exchanged to
perform the protocol operations.

Figure 6-1: Traversal of HC-BGP UPDATE messages.

1. As illustrated in Figure 6-1, non-trusted ASes B, C and D act in deferred mode. Upon
reception of route update from originating AS A, they perform the following actions:
2. Skip signature verifications on the incoming message,
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3. Install the prefix in the forwarding table,
4. Add the next AS information to the AS-PATH,
5. Sign the resultant UPDATE message,
6. Forward the UPDATE message to the next AS,
7. Start a RESPONSE WAIT timer, with configurable timer value, to wait for a “Validation
Response Message” from the first trusted AS in the downstream path.
Upon reception of the update, trusted AS F verifies the embedded signature of all ASes (trusted
or non-trusted) in the AS-PATH. Recall that non-trusted ASes share symmetric keys with their
immediate trusted ASes. Depending on whether the verification is successful or not, the trusted
AS sends a valid or invalid “Validation Response Message” to each of the non-trusted ASes
between the last trusted AS and itself in the AS-PATH (in this case C and D). Afterwards, the
AS appends the next AS, J in this example, and signs the full path with its private key and
forwards it to the next AS.
On the non-trusted ASes C and D, if the RESPONSE WAIT timer expires and the “Validation
Response Message” is not received from the neighboring trusted AS, the prefix is withdrawn
from the forwarding table and a WITHDRAW message is sent out to the network. If the
“Validation Response Message” is received and it indicates that the UPDATE was “INVALID”,
the prefix is withdrawn from the forwarding table and a WITHDRAW message is sent out to the
network. At last, if the “Validation Response Message” is received and it indicates that the
UPDATE was “valid”, the entry that resulted from the update remains valid.
In RV mode, when non-trusted AS E receives a BGP UPDATE message, it will perform
following actions:
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1. Send a VQ message with the contents of the UPDATE message to the neighboring trusted
AS in order for it to confirm the validity of the UPDATE message. The symmetric keys
between the trusted and non-trusted ASes are used to authenticate the sender and secure the
content.
2. Start a RESPONSE WAIT timer (with configurable timer value) to wait for a “Validation
Response Message” from the neighboring trusted AS.
3. When a trusted AS receives the VQ message, it performs verification of the AS portion of
non-trusted ASes that is not verified. Depending on whether the verification is successful or
not, it sends a valid or invalid “Validation Response Message” to the querying non-trusted
AS.
4. If the “Validation Response Message” is received and it indicates that the UPDATE was
“INVALID”, the UPDATE message is rejected and dropped.
5. If the “Validation Response Message” is received and it indicates that the UPDATE was
“VALID”, the UPDATE message is used to install the prefix in the forwarding table of the
AS.
6. Last, non-trusted AS E adds the next AS information to the AS-PATH, signs the resultant
UPDATE message, and forwards the UPDATE message to the next AS (AS G in this
example).
The Deferred Validation (DV) mode introduces flexibility in the protocol and allows high
protocol convergence speed by deferring the verification overhead to post-convergence
timeframe. It is conceivable that this mode offers a “window of opportunity” for attackers to
inject a false UPDATE message; this window can be reduced by configuring a very small
RESPONSE WAIT timer value. This mode is particularly attractive in deployment scenarios
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where operators demand high performance at the expense of small timing windows of exposure.
Considering that majority of incorrect BGP UPDATE messages in the Internet today are not
caused by attackers, instead, they are caused by the mis-configuration of BGP operators; this
mode would be very attractive compromise.
The Real Time Validation (RV) mode offers strict security whereby no UPDATE message is
installed in RIB until it has been verified by the trusted AS. The verification operation is
expected to be quick since the trusted AS will only verify the AS-PATH between itself and the
last trusted AS in the AS-PATH.

Also, since symmetric key operation is deployed, the

verification operation is expected to be fast. It is conceivable that a non-trusted AS may bulk
few UPDATE messages in the VQ message to reduce the number of VQ messages being
exchanged in the network. Similarly, the trusted AS may decide to bulk several responses in a
single VR message to cut down on the number of VR messages being exchanged.

6.3

Analytical Model

In this section, we develop theoretical formulas to calculate the average number of asymmetric
and symmetric verifications performed.

6.3.1 Average Number of Asymmetric Verifications
We denote by

the average number of asymmetric signature verifications performed by

the AS at hop n.
The AS will perform one asymmetric verification per trusted AS in the traversed path. Since
there is a ratio x of trusted ASes in the network, the number of trusted ASes in the AS-PATH is
equal to

. Therefore the number of signature performed by AS at hop n is expressed as:
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(6.1)
Therefore, the average number of asymmetric signature verifications performed by each trusted
AS per IP prefix is:
(6.2)
With

is the set of ASes that are n hops away from the origin of the update.

Assuming that each AS advertises one IP prefix, we can write the general formula for the
average of asymmetric signature verifications performed by each trusted AS in the presence of a
percentage x of trusted ASes:
(6.3)

6.3.2 Average Number of Symmetric Verifications
We denote by

the average number of signature verifications performed by the AS at hop

n.
The number of symmetric verifications required to process an update is equal to the number of
non-trusted ASes in the AS-PATH. This quantity can be expressed as:
(6.4)
Therefore, the average number of asymmetric signature verifications performed by trusted each
AS per IP prefix is:
(6.5)
With

is the number of ASes that receives the update with an AS-PATH length equal to n.

Assuming that each AS advertises one IP prefix we can write the general formula for the average
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of asymmetric signature verifications performed by each AS in the presence of a percentage x of
trusted ASes:
(6.6)

6.3.3 Total Cost of Verifications
Equations (6.3) and (6.6) represent the average cost of asymmetric and symmetric signature
verifications, respectively. The total cost of verifications expresses the average amount of
processing time required to verify both types of signatures at the level of a trusted AS. If we
assume ρ is the ratio of asymmetric signature verifications time units to symmetric verifications
time units, we can represent the total cost of verifications as:
(6.7)

By

substituting

equations

(6.3)

and

(6.6)

for

and

respectively, we get:
(6.8)

6.4

Messaging Overhead of Real-time Validation Mode

The real-time validation mode requires that each non-trusted AS to request the verification of the
update from a neighboring trusted AS. Therefore, the number of requests sent is equal to the
number of updates processed (received) by non-trusted ASes. This quantity can be expressed as:
(6.9)
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Therefore, assuming that each AS advertises one IP prefix, the average number of messages sent
by non-trusted ASes to validate BGP UPDATE messages is expressed as:
(6.10)

This can be simplified as:
(6.11)

6.5

Performance Results

In this section, we present data collected with the experimental measurement infrastructure
described in the previous section. As noted in Section V, AS-Path length serves as the only
metric for route preference. We simulated a BGP network with more than 2,000 ASes and BGP
selection algorithm is based solely on the shortest path. We introduced gradually 1% of trusted
ASes in the network and measured following metrics to evaluate the performance of the new
scheme.


Number of symmetric verifications performed by trusted ASes.



Number of asymmetric verifications performed by trusted ASes.



Average number of validation queries performed by non-trusted ASes in real-time mode.

Using metrics above, we also derived following parameters that are of interest to this study.


Average unit of time spent to perform total number of signature verifications in C-BGP
and HC-BGP (this was derived from the metrics above).



Ratios of time spent performing signature verifications assuming that HC-BGP relied
entirely on asymmetric verifications (even between trusted and non-trusted ASes).
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All the measurements were performed while the network exchanged announcements to reach the
steady state. Trusted ASes are selected based on the highest number of peers. Figure 6-2 shows
the average number of symmetric signature verifications performed by each trusted AS. The cost
of verifications is decreasing significantly (almost exponentially) as the number of trusted ASes
increases. This can be explained by the fact that the burden of verifications is shared by more
ASes as an increasing number of them become trusted. On the other hand, as shown in Figure
6-3, the average number of asymmetric signature verifications performed by trusted ASes is

almost constant as the ratio of trusted ASes is increased. This is because as we increase the
number of trusted ASes in the system, there will be more asymmetric signature verifications that
will be needed to be performed. In the simulation model, we assume that each trusted AS has to
verify the embedded signature of the entire AS-PATH. It is important to note that non-trusted
ASes are offloaded from these expensive cryptographic verifications.

Figure 6-2: Average number of symmetric verifications performed by trusted ASes.
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Figure 6-3: Average number of asymmetric verifications performed by trusted ASes.

HC-BGP requires each non-trusted AS to delegate verification of UPDATE messages to trusted
ASes. As discussed previously, this delegation can be done in two modes: real-time verification
or deferred Verification. We simulated real-time mode of verification and plotted per non-trusted
AS messaging overhead in Figure 6-4. As expected, the overhead, on per non-trusted AS basis
remains approximately constant. This is because regardless of the number of trusted ASes in the
system, each non-trusted AS will need to process same number of UPDATE messages and send
them to the closest trusted AS to verify.
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Figure 6-4: Real-time mode messaging overhead per non-trusted AS.

As discussed earlier, signature verifications on an asymmetric-key based system is much slower
than the same on symmetric-key based system. Since C-BGP is an asymmetric-key based system
and HC-BGP is a hybrid system, we were interested in determining how the two systems will
compare in terms of linear amount of time taken to complete the above discussed average
number of signature verifications. While it would not truly give us network convergence times as
these operations happen in parallel, it would be an interesting comparison nonetheless. We
wanted to determine average units of time spent to perform total number of signature
verifications in C-BGP and HC-BGP. For this analysis, we assumed that asymmetric key
operations are a factor of r slower than symmetric key verification operations. The values of ρ
have ranged from 100 in software based systems to 1000 or more in hardware based systems
[RSA91].

To get fair comparison between C-BGP and HC-BGP, we assumed that each

symmetric key operation in HC-BGP would take 1 unit of time. To convert asymmetric key
operations into same units of time, we chose to convert average number of asymmetric
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verification operations performed in C-BGP and HC-BGP by multiplying them by ρ factor. For
HC-BGP, we summed the time unit values obtained from symmetric and asymmetric key
operations. The resulting values are plotted in Figure 6-5 for ρ = 1000 and in Figure 6-6 for ρ =
100. Both the graphs reveal that HC-BGP will take many more units of time to complete
signature verification processing. To be precise, with ρ = 1000 and ratio of trusted ASes at 20%,
the ratio between the time unit numbers for C-BGP and HC-BGP is approximately 65% (see
Figure 6-5). Similarly, with ρ = 100, same ratio is 62%. This clearly indicates that, on average,
there are more asymmetric signature verifications required in HC-BGP as compared to C-BGP.
This is because in C-BGP, both trusted and non-trusted ASes are performing signature
verifications and non-trusted ASes have far fewer signature verifications to perform as they only
verify the signatures up-to the last trusted AS in the AS-PATH. However, we must recall that in
HC-BGP, there is no verification done whatsoever by non-trusted ASes, which is a significant
incentive for ease of deployment.
With the results indicating that the total units of time spent verifying signatures is significantly
higher in HC-BGP than C-BGP, an interesting question which can be posed is whether it is
worth the extra complexity to deploy a hybrid crypto system? Why not discard symmetric
cryptography and borrow the concept of offloading non-trusted ASes and apply it to C-BGP?
Essentially, have a C-BGP system whereby only trusted ASes perform signature verifications
using asymmetric cryptography. We performed signature verification time analysis for such a
system and compared it with HC-BGP. Not unsurprisingly, the time units needed to verify all
the signatures in this modified C-BGP system were significantly higher than in HC-BGP.
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Figure 6-5: Average units of time spent verifying signatures with C-BGP and HC-BGP and ρ = 1000.

Figure 6-6: Average units of time spent verifying signatures with C-BGP and HC-BGP and ρ = 100.
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In Figure 6-7, we plot the ratio of the time units taken by the modified C-BGP and HC-BGP. It
is interesting to note that at low ratio of trusted ASes, HC-BGP performs much better. The
impact due to symmetric verifications is much evident when there is a low ratio of trusted ASes.
As the ratio of trusted ASes increases, both systems perform similarly. This is because there are
far less symmetric verifications happening with high ratio of trusted ASes. We can conclude that
with low ratio of trusted ASes, there is significant value in deploying hybrid cryptosystem.
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Figure 6-7: Ratio between modified C-BGP and HC-BGP of time units to perform verifications.

6.6

Conclusion

Recognizing the importance of lessening the burden on smaller ASes to ease adoption, we
proposed HC-BGP which is based on a hybrid cryptosystem benefiting from flexible asymmetric
cryptography and efficient symmetric cryptography. We developed an analytical model and a
simulation model to study the number of symmetric and asymmetric verifications needed in HCBGP. Indeed, by combining the use of a hybrid cryptosystem and the concept of trusted ASes in
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the network, we were able to help the smaller, non-trusted, ASes by offloading signature
verifications to trusted AS only. This is a significant benefit as it helps in transitioning the
network to a more secure network by upgrading few ASes to a trusted status and allowing them
to perform signature verifications. Also, the use of symmetric cryptography between trusted and
non-trusted ASes means that overall system performance will improve, depending on the ratio of
trusted ASes in the system.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Research
7.1

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we present a review of our research contributions and concluding remarks, and
propose some directions for future work.
Despite several proposals already put forward to secure BGP, securing BGP still remains a very
active research topic in the research community. Any proposal for securing BGP must be
incrementally deployable and must only add incremental changes to BGP. Since the Internet’s
operations remain highly dependent on seamless and uninterrupted operation of BGP, any
system that calls for wholesale changes to BGP will be very difficult to deploy. The sensitivity of
Internet’s operations to BGP was exposed from the incident which happened on August 27, 2010
[NEU11] when RIPE NCC's Routing Information Service (RIS) was involved in an experiment
using standards compliant optional attributes in BGP. The experiment caused a massive increase
in routing instability. Up to 1.4% of the Internet was affected by instability around the time of
the experiment.
In this thesis, we initially studied the performance of IDPF filters in the presence of malicious
BGP UPDATE messages. IDPF filters are constructed based on routes created by BGP UPDATE
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messages and these routes are used to determine whether data traffic should be accepted or not.
The basic premise behind IDPF is that if a single-path routing scheme is assumed and
commercial relationships among ASes are considered, there is a small set of the number of
feasible paths that can be used is exactly one single path p(s, d) between source AS s and
destination AS d. Therefore, it is acceptable to discard any incoming packet with source address
s and destination address d not in p(s, d). However, if malicious ASes hijack IP prefixes and
inject invalid UPDATE messages in the network, the performance of IDPF filters suffers
heavily. We propose simple extensions to existing BGP which can be used to validate BGP
UPDATE messages and discard any invalid messages. Using these extensions, we demonstrated
that performance of IDPF filters improves significantly when under attack from malicious ASes.
We concluded that these extensions were necessary to protect IDPF from setting up bogus filters.
We have proposed and studied C-BGP in detail, which introduced the idea of trusted ASes in the
network. We have developed original and detailed analytical and simulation models to analyze
the impact of trust on the number of signature verification operations in the presence of a
(random) percentage of trusted ASes in the network. The study has shown that 20% of trusted
ASes in the network can reduce the number of AS-PATH verifications by almost 33%. Similarly,
the average number of IP prefix validations is reduced by 60% when 20% of the ASes are
trusted. Also, the average number of public keys is reduced by 60% when 20% of the ASes are
trusted. We have determined that there is a very significant incentive to deploy 60% of the ASes
as trusted considering the results indicating that there is 31% savings in terms of number of
signature verifications and the system is almost immune to IP prefix hijacking attacks (less than
1% damage) from a malicious trusted AS in the network. Also, we have considered the impact of
multiple trusted ASes colluding to launch an IP prefix hijacking attack and observed significant
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degradation in network performance (in terms of ability to limit damage). This was largely not
unexpected.
Considering Internet topology and its sensitivity to wholesale changes in BGP, we conclude that
C-BGP is a pragmatic and incrementally deployable scheme which will provide acceptable level
of network security to the network at an acceptable cost (in terms of number of signature
verifications).
We have also proposed and discussed a hybrid cryptosystem to secure BGP. HC-BGP benefits
from flexible asymmetric cryptography and efficient symmetric cryptography. By combining the
use of a hybrid cryptosystem and the concept of trusted ASes in the network, we were able to
help the smaller, non-trusted, ASes by offloading signature verifications to trusted AS only.
This is a significant benefit as it helps in transitioning the network to a more secure network by
upgrading few ASes to a trusted status and allowing them to perform signature verifications. We
developed analytical as well as simulation models to study the number of symmetric and
asymmetric verifications needed in HC-BGP. By combining the use of a hybrid cryptosystem
and the concept of trusted ASes in the network, we were able to help the smaller, non-trusted,
ASes by offloading signature verifications to trusted AS only. It can be concluded that the use of
symmetric cryptography between trusted and non-trusted ASes results in improvement of overall
system performance, depending on the ratio of trusted ASes in the system.

7.2

Future Research

The schemes proposed in this thesis can be further studied and extended in multiple dimensions
as follows:
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1. In the context of C-BGP and HC-BGP, it would be important to study their performance with
new sets of constraints factored into the analytical and simulation models.

We could

incorporate commercial relationships between ASes into the topology to influence
propagation of BGP UPDATE messages. In this thesis, we assumed a flat topology and
allowed BGP UPDATE messages to propagate through all egress interfaces. By accounting
for commercial relationships between ASes, BGP UPDATE messages will be forced to
follows AS-PATHs that are different from our analysis and may produce different sets of
results.
2. In our security analysis for C-BGP, we had chosen different random locations for trusted
ASes. Given a flat topology or otherwise, we could study different particular locations of
trusted ASes in the network, which if becomes malicious, will cause more damage as
compared to other locations. This is an interesting question as it may yield some non-obvious
locations for trusted ASes, especially if commercial relationships between ASes are taken
into account.
3. In our analysis, we considered impacts of prefix hijacking on control and data planes in CBGP and HC-BGP. There are other types of attacks which can also be considered for both
analytical and simulation models. Some of these are discussed in [GOL10].
4. Currently, in C-BGP, both trusted and non-trusted ASes perform signature verifications. In
HC-BGP, only trusted ASes perform verifications and notify the non-trusted ASes of the
result. Another approach could be to consider a different system using partially signed BGP
UPDATE messages only.

The approach would be to only have few ASes (trusted or

otherwise) sign and verify BGP UPDATE messages. Depending on the location of these
ASes and success against common types of attacks, such a system would be very attractive as
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it would conceivably be easier to deploy than a system requiring all ASes to participate in
some way or another.
5. The research can also be extended to study initial and incremental deployment models of the
proposed schemes in current Internet topology. The parameters of interest would be the
performance impact on convergence due to extra signatures needed as well as the security
gains made by the initial and incremental deployment.
6. Another important angle to study is the performance of the proposed schemes in terms of
convergence times in the event of link failures or node reloads. It would be very interesting
to understand that latency added to overall node and network convergence due to the
overhead of signature validations and extra signaling, when network experiences failures.
7. This research can also be extended to evaluate the use and impact of secure multiparty digital
signature schemes. This scheme enables a receiving AS to quickly decode an update message
signed sequentially by multiple ASes and verify the authenticity as well as the order of
signatures. The study can evaluate performance, in terms of processing speed and memory
requirements, of multiparty digital signature schemes in the context of C-BGP and HC-BGP.
The analysis could measure the computational overhead on the routers’ CPU, the number of
cryptographic operations required to sign and verify an update, and the total time required to
reach the steady state.
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Appendix A
Confidence Intervals
Simulated quantities such as blocking probability are measured by taking the mean of a
succession of g runs, each of long enough time to ensure uncorrelated results. All runs are
identical and independent from each other. The g independent results will be represented by B1,
B2, B3, · · · , Bg−1, Bg.
The Mean

(A.1)

However, the mean of the independent simulation runs
value for the estimate of the expected value
provided by

provide us with a single numerical

. In order to know how good is the estimate

for the simulation results, it is necessary to compute the variance of

.
(A.2)

Small

indicates that the results are tightly clustered around

is close to the

. On the other hand, if

and we can not be confident that
estimate

, and we can be confident that

is large, the results are widely dispersed about

is close to

. Instead of seeking a single value to

we can specify the interval of values that is highly likely to contain the true value
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of the parameter. We begin by specifying some high probability, say
interval

. We then find the

such that the probability:
(A.3)

This interval contains the true value of the parameter with probability

Such an interval is

× 100% confidence interval.
Using the standard deviation and the t distribution table, the lower and upper limits of the 95%
confidence interval can be calculated as follows:

Lower Limit

(A.4)

Upper Limit

(A.5)

where:
= 0.05
= number of observations
= sample average
= sample standard deviation
=
=
The confidence interval means that 95% of the simulation results fall within the interval.
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Throughout this thesis, the confidence interval is computed based on five independent runs.
From the table of the t distribution, the

is found to be 2.776. It was observed that more than

95% of the results were within the calculated confidence interval for each experiment.
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